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Introduction 
 
On behalf of the faculty and staff of the College of Business, I am pleased to present the 2018 Process 
Manual (hereafter “Manual, “PM”) for the College of Business (hereafter “CoB”, “College”). This 
document provides a framework for the strategic direction and decision-making processes, as well as 
the management of academic, personnel, and operational matters of the College. 
 
This manual is designed to provide information on how the College “gets things done.” Consequently, 
the processes described herein reflect activities and practices that range from the descriptive to the 
more prescriptive; from stating the College’s broad posture or policies to indicating how actions are to 
be carried out. The term “process” is used in its broadest sense and includes variations in their most 
all-encompassing interpretation.  
 
In fulfillment of our commitment to continuous improvement and in adherence to the AACSB 2013 
Accreditation Standards, as well as to be reflective of the College of Business core values, this Manual 
has been thoroughly reviewed, reconstructed, and improved by incorporating input from all 
participating faculty in the College of Business.  
 
This document is the result of team effort and the thoughtful contributions by the following groups: 
 

1. College Executive Council  
2. Assurance of Learning Committee  
3. Curriculum Committee  
4. Faculty Development Committee  
5. Graduate Policy Committee 
6. Staff Development Committee 
7. Strategic Planning Committee 
8. Student and Alumni Committee 

 
The College Executive Council is responsible for maintaining and updating the Process Manual. 
Processes and procedures are updated periodically, and new processes are added as needed. 
 
This document was ratified by all full-time faculty in the College of Business on August 24, 2018. 
 
With best wishes,  
 
Dr. Sudhir Singh 
Dean, College of Business  
Frostburg State University 
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Development Stages of the Process Manual of the College of Business 
 
The initial draft of the process manual was originally developed by the College Executive Council (CEC) in 2003, and has been reviewed and 
updated numerous times due to our commitment to continuous improvement in the quality of the College’s programs and operations. The 
initial draft and every subsequent revisions/updates of the process manual were prepared based on the inputs from the stakeholders of the 
College of Business, and distributed among the Faculty for review and ratification at one of the CoB faculty meetings. Upon ratification by 
faculty, the document is sent back to the CEC for implementation. Overall, the process goes through three stages as shown below.  
 
    Development of Draft                                              Review and Ratification                                                  Approval and Implementation 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Preparation of the 
draft (revised and/or 
updated) by College 

Executive Council 
(CEC) 

CoB Faculty  
for Review and 

Ratification 

College 
Executive 

Council (CEC) 
for 

Implementation 

AACSB 2013 
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University 
Faculty 

Handbook 

CoB Committees 
• Assurance of Learning 
• Curriculum 
• Faculty Development 
• Graduate Policy 
• Staff Development 
• Strategic Planning 
• Student and Alumni 
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College of Business Organizational Chart 
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CHAPTER I 

 

I. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS CODE OF ETHICS 

 

Description 

 
The faculty, staff, and administrators of the College of Business share a common belief in the tenet: 
“lead by example.” As such, we strive to embody the highest principles of professional behavior and 
conduct both within and outside the classroom. Committed to establishing an atmosphere that 
promotes learning and success, we believe that a cornerstone of all such activities is the emphasis on 
integrity and respect for the personal dignity of everyone. Furthermore, we believe in accountability as 
individuals for our own ethical conduct and for rigorous compliance with University policies, standards, 
and directives.  

I. a: College of Business Core Values  

 

Integrity – is to engender trust by displaying principled behavior, demonstrating responsible 
stewardship of resources entrusted to one, and being ethical in all one says and does. 
 

Citizenship – is to have a deep stake in the well-being of the community, and, therefore, an obligation 
to stay informed, to make positive contributions, and to be of service to all within the College, 
University, and Community at large. 
 
Inquiry – is an abiding commitment to intellectual curiosity about oneself and the world around that 
entails critical thinking and personal responsibility for one’s own learning and professional 
development. 
 
Professionalism – is characterized by unyielding dedication to excellence in all that one does, to be 
respectful to all, to be an engaged team player, and to be accountable for one’s choices and actions. 
 

Innovation – is a pioneering quest for novel and creative mechanisms to effect continuous 
improvement in one’s environment and to embrace change in the service of personal and 
organizational growth. 
 

I. b: College of Business Faculty, Staff, and Administrators Code of Conduct 

 
Non-Discriminatory Behavior – Members of the College of Business will not discriminate against or 
harass any student or any other stakeholder within our academic enterprise. Moreover, we will strive 
to ensure equal opportunity for all regardless of religion, race, gender, sexual orientation, national 
origin, veteran’s status, or mental or physical disabilities. 
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Prohibited Relationships – Members of the College of Business are prohibited from having romantic or 
sexual relationships with other individuals for whom they have supervisory and/or instructional 
responsibilities and that such relationships do not interfere with the work performance of either 
individual or with the effective functioning of the workplace. Employees who engage in personal 
relationships (including romantic and sexual relationships) should be aware of their professional 
responsibilities and ensure that such relationships do not raise concerns about favoritism, bias, ethical 
issues, and conflict of interest. 
 
Conflict of Interest – As members of the College of Business we seek to avoid situations commonly 
associated with a conflict of interest: scenarios or situations where we advance our own interest at the 
expense of the College and University. We understand that outside professional activities, personal 
financial interests, or acceptance of gifts or other benefits from third parties can create conflicts of 
interest. Generally, we will strive for a spirit of transparency and will always attempt to proactively 
take steps to avoid conflicts of interest, both real and perceived. 
 

Maintaining Confidentiality – As members, we understand the importance and sensitivity of having 
access to confidential academic and personal information. We recognize that often this information is 
privileged sensitive, proprietary, and private, and, as such, we are expected to be both familiar and 
compliant with applicable laws, University policies, and agreements pertaining to use, protection, and 
disclosure of such information. We observe and respect the confidentiality rights of all other members 
of the College and this duty holds even after we are no longer affiliated with the University.  
 
Involvement in Outside Activities – Members of the College of Business understand that employees’ 
primary professional duties and responsibilities are to the College and University, and such obligations 
require that employees be available and accessible to fulfill the obligations of their appointment. 
Outside activities shall not adversely affect the University’s interests or mission, or require a significant 
commitment of time, that interferes with an employee’s primary University responsibilities, or 
competes with coursework or other important services provided by the University to its constituencies.  
 
Oftentimes, members will present both fact and opinion regarding issues related to their area of 
research. This is particularly true within the College of Business where consulting activities occur and 
are encouraged. As members of College of Business, when speaking or acting as private citizens, we 
will always disclose that we are not speaking for or acting on behalf of the University.  
 
Research Ethics – All members of the College of Business engaged in research are expected to conduct 
their research with integrity and intellectual honesty, consistent with general and specific standards 
appropriate to their discipline. The College of Business prohibits all forms of research misconduct, 
which include, but are not limited to: fabricating data or results; knowingly changing or omitting data 
or results; or intentionally misappropriating the ideas, authorship, writings, research, authorship, or 
findings of others. We are also expected to demonstrate accountability for grantors' funds and to 
comply with the specific terms and conditions of all contracts and grants. In addition, all Institutional 
Research Board (IRB) policies, regarding research involving human subjects, will be strictly enforced.  
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Academic Freedom – We will act in ways that reflect and promote our commitment to the pursuit of 
truth, intellectual curiosity, academic freedom, and intellectual openness. Respect for and embrace of 
diverse ideas and perspectives is highly encouraged and welcomed. Our members will never abuse 
their authority by discouraging or penalizing the expression of opinions that conflict with their own. 
This same general principle extends to decisions in regard to evaluation, renewal, tenure, promotion, 
and sabbatical.  
 
University Resources – Members of the College of Business are to act as responsible stewards of 
University and College resources. We embrace the principle that these resources are to be used for 
professional and not personal activities and in adherence to institutional norms and established 
policies governing such use. 
 
University and College Policies – Members of the College of Business are expected to adhere to 
policies and procedures as outlined in Faculty and Employee Handbooks and the College of Business 
Process Manual.  
 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, College Executive Council, Faculty Development Committee  

I. c: College of Business Student Code of Conduct 

 
Description 

 
In addition to the University Student Code of Conduct, (available at https://www.frostburg.edu/about-
frostburg/student-affairs/policystatements.pdf ) all students enrolled in College of Business courses and 
programs are expected to demonstrate professionalism related to three “P’s”:  PRINCIPLES, PERSONS, and 
PROPERTY. 
 
RESPECT FOR PRINCIPLES 

• Ethics: Demonstrate ethical behavior whether or not one’s behavior will be observed. 
• Integrity: Demonstrate unwavering commitment to integrity in all situations. 
• Responsibility: Demonstrate responsibility and commitment to the Core Values that characterize 

the College of Business (available at www.frostburg.edu/Colleges/cob). 
 
RESPECT FOR PERSONS 

• Self: Demonstrate respect for self by consistently working to one’s highest potential, and 
challenging oneself to continuously improve in all situations. 

• Others: Demonstrate respect for all individuals and their cultures. 
 

RESPECT FOR PROPERTY 

• Intellectual property: Demonstrate respect for all intellectual property by acknowledging owners’ 
and creators’ original works as appropriate.  

• Physical property: Demonstrate respect and care in the use of both University and individuals’ 
physical property. 
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All students enrolled in College of Business courses and programs are expected to demonstrate 
commitment to the Core Values of the College of Business, and exhibit professional behavior in all 
circumstances related to University activities. Additionally, students are expected to comply with 
federal/state laws and University Student Conduct Policies found in the annual Pathfinder and Policy 
Statements booklets (available at www.frostburg.edu).  
 
Violation of any element of this Student Code of Conduct may lead to serious consequences, including 
possible referral to the University’s Student Code of Conduct System (Judicial Board) and eventual 
dismissal from the University. 
 
Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Student and Alumni Committee, Student Advisory Council 
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CHAPTER II 

 

II. GOVERNANCE OF THE COLLEGE 

 

II. a: College Executive Council (CEC) 

 
Description 

 
The College Executive Council (CEC) is the College’s administrative body which consists of the Dean, 
Associate Dean, and Department Chairs. The Dean’s Executive Administrative Assistant will also 
participate at the CEC meetings. The Dean serves as the Chair of the CEC. 
 
Purpose 

 
The purpose of the CEC is to ensure that the College’s administrative decisions and operations are in 
support of its mission and in adherence to the standards of accreditation by Association to Advance 
Collegiate Schools of Business International (AACSB International). 
 
While each administrator is expected to fulfill his/her job responsibilities, the collective goal of the CEC 
is to support the Dean in advancing the mission and goals of the College in an effective and efficient 
manner. Thus, each member of the CEC is expected to provide relevant objective and subjective input 
on various decision-making matters of an operational and strategic nature. 
 

Meeting Schedule and Responsibilities 
 
The standard schedule consists of two meetings per month. The specific days and times will be 
determined at the beginning of each semester. Should there be insufficient business to warrant a 
meeting, the Dean maintains the discretion to cancel scheduled meetings. When the University 
calendar or the Dean’s other professional engagements warrant, meetings may be postponed and 
rescheduled. If a member is unable to attend a scheduled meeting, the meeting may be rescheduled to 
ensure participation of all members. 
 
As a part of its duties, the CEC sends out the ‘Call for Department Nomination’ for the ‘Excellence 
Award’ each February in one of the areas of Teaching, Research, Service, and Mentoring. Upon 
collecting each department’s nomination (with a maximum of one nomination per department) by 
March 1, the CEC deliberates upon and determines an award recipient and notifies the College faculty 
by April 1. Awards are presented each May at the CoB Annual Honors Ceremony. 
 
Also, each summer, as appropriate, the CEC may schedule “work days” which will be devoted to 
dealing with issues that are urgent and important to the College. 
 
Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, College Executive Council 
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II. b: College of Business Committee Structure 

 
Description 

 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure that the College maintains an 
appropriate array of committees to facilitate the fulfillment of the faculty’s overall functions 
and meet students’ academic needs. It ensures that the College’s core values are reflected in all 
of the College’s operations and its mission is realized.  
 
Detailed Description:  There are seven standing committees in the College: 
 

• Assurance of Learning Committee 
• Curriculum Committee 
• Faculty Development Committee 
• Graduate Policy Committee 
• Staff Development Committee 
• Strategic Planning Committee  
• Student and Alumni Committee 

 
Each committee has at least one member from each Department plus student and other 
representatives as specified in the Bylaws. In addition to the standing committees, the Dean 
may establish ad hoc voluntary teams or task forces as deemed necessary. 
 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, College Executive Council 

 

 

II. c:  College of Business Bylaws 

 
Description 

 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to provide a framework within which the 
Faculty members of the College participate in the educational policy and decision-making 
process of the College. 
 
Detailed Description:  The College’s Bylaws document is divided into nine articles. Article I 
names the College. Articles II – IV discuss who qualifies as a faculty member and set forth 
objectives and functions of the faculty. Articles V – VIII focus on the scheduling and conducting 
of College-wide faculty meetings and the standing committees within the College. Article IX 
contains procedures to amend the bylaws. 
 
PREAMBLE: The purpose of this document is to provide a framework within which the faculty of 
the College of Business participates in the educational policy, educational guidelines, and 
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decision-making processes of the College. It is understood that these bylaws are valid so long as 
they are in agreement with the policies and procedures established by the Board of Regents, 
University System of Maryland, and Frostburg State University.  

 

ARTICLE I 

Name 
 

This organization shall be known as the College of Business, Frostburg State University.  

ARTICLE II 

Membership 
 
Section 1 
 

The Participating Faculty of the College of Business shall consist of all persons appointed to a full-time 
position in a Department within the College of Business. Unless otherwise stated, reference to the 
Faculty hereafter refers to the Participating Faculty. Participating Faculty shall be involved in the 
governance of broad policies and guidelines affecting the College of Business’ academic mission in 
regard to teaching, research, and service, including the definitions of purpose and objectives.  
 

Section 2 
 

Typically, Supporting Faculty members are faculty who are hired on a contractual basis to teach a 
course or several courses over a fixed contract period. Supporting Faculty may attend general meetings 
of the faculty and may actively participate in the meetings. Supporting Faculty do not have deliberative 
or voting rights on faculty issues. They do not have membership on faculty committees, nor are they 
assigned responsibilities beyond their direct teaching function (that is, classroom and office hours).  

ARTICLE III 

Objectives of the Faculty 
 
The Faculty will participate in the development and execution of the mission and goals of the College 
of Business.  
 
The Faculty will support coordination of the policies of the College of Business with the other Colleges 
at Frostburg State University for the general welfare of the institution as a whole.  

ARTICLE IV 

Functions of the Faculty 
 
Section 1 
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The Faculty shall participate in the governance process that transmits to the Dean its 
recommendations concerning general educational policy matters such as:  
 

a. requirements for admission to the College,  
b. requirements for students’ maintenance in good standing,  
c. subject matter, courses, and core curricula, which pertain to the College’s graduation 

requirements, and  
d. academic degrees administered by the College.  

 
Section 2 
 
The Faculty shall address all matters referred to it by the Dean or appropriate College Committees.  

ARTICLE V 

Meetings: Scheduling 
 
Section 1 
 
A General Faculty Meeting shall be held in the fall and spring semester each academic year. Meetings 
will be held during the faculty contract period and all faculty are expected to attend. 
 
Section 2 
 
Special Faculty Meetings may be called at the discretion of the Dean or upon recommendation of a 
simple majority of the faculty.  
 
Section 3 
 
All regularly-scheduled Faculty Meetings shall be called by written notice or email to members of the 
faculty not less than seven (7) days prior to the time set for the meeting. This notice should include an 
agenda. The Dean may call emergency meetings to address unanticipated or crisis situations without 
the seven days’ notice.  
 
Section 4 
 
Items for the agenda must be submitted to the Dean's office ten (10) working days prior to the meeting 
date. Items normally are submitted through: the College's committees, a Department, or an individual 
faculty member. If there is new business on the floor that does not meet the submission deadline, it 
may be referred to the appropriate committee. 
 
Section 5 
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A special version of College meeting will be referred to as a Faculty Forum. A Faculty Forum is a means 
of enhancing communication rather than “conducting business.”  A Faculty Forum may be called by the 
Dean or any group of faculty, with the Dean’s approval. The focus is typically on matters that are 
important to the College and of sufficient interest to Faculty. Examples of topics include new 
technology or software, tips for teaching excellence, research idea generation, distance education. 
Further, a committee may recommend to the Dean to call a Faculty Forum to obtain input for its 
deliberations. 
 

ARTICLE VI 

Meetings: Conduct 
 
Section 1 
 
The Dean, or his/her designated representative, will preside at all Faculty meetings.  
 
Section 2 
 
The Dean shall appoint a Secretary, who may be a faculty member or a staff member. The Secretary 
shall notify members of meetings, keep complete minutes of each meeting, and make the minutes 
available to the Faculty via appropriate means within ten (10) days following the meeting. The 
Secretary shall establish and maintain a complete file of the minutes of the meetings of this Faculty, 
together with reports submitted in writing at such meetings.  
 
Section 3 
 
During meetings, and at all times, Faculty will operate with professionalism, dignity, and integrity in 
their dealings with all colleagues. A spirit of collegiality, collaboration, cooperation, and mutual respect 
is expected.  
 
Section 4 
 
A simple majority of the Faculty shall constitute a quorum. A simple majority of the votes cast is 
required for passage of any relevant item of business presented to the Faculty for consideration with 
the exception of the amendment procedure described in Article IX. The presiding officer shall 
determine the nature of the voting procedure depending upon the specific matter or circumstances 
(i.e., voice, show of hands, secret ballot). Absentee voting is not permitted.  
 
Section 5 
 
Non-tenure-track faculty will have voting privileges as outlined in Article II, Sections 1 and 2.  
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Section 6 
 
In the absence of special provision in these Bylaws, Robert's Rules of Order shall govern meetings.  
 

ARTICLE VII 

Overview of Committees 
 
Section 1 
 
It is desirable for most College of Business faculty members to serve on a standing committee. To 
facilitate the accomplishment of the Faculty's specified functions, the following Standing Committees 
will be constituted: 
 

1. Assurance of Learning Committee 
2. Curriculum Committee 
3. Faculty Development Committee 
4. Graduate Policy Committee 
5. Staff Development Committee 
6. Strategic Planning Committee 
7. Student and Alumni Committee 

 
Section 2 
 
In addition to the named Standing Committees, the Dean may request such voluntary teams or task 
forces as deemed necessary. 
 
Section 3 
 
The faculty members who serve on a Standing Committee created by this Article shall be appointed by 
the Department Chair of each department as described in the committee information below.  
 
Appointments to Standing Committees by the Department Chairs should be done with the consensus 
of the departmental faculty. If at least 10 percent (but no less than two) of the faculty in a department 
request in writing that an election be held with respect to any particular Standing Committee 
membership, then that committee member will be elected by the faculty of that department.  
 
Section 4 
 
Standing Committee membership selections normally are to be made no later than 20 calendar days 
prior to the last day of classes in the spring semester.  
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Section 5 
 
The term of office for all Standing Committees shall begin at the start of the academic year.  
 
Section 6 
 
Unless specified otherwise in these Bylaws, the following rules for committee membership are in 
effect:  

1. Each member selected to a Standing Committee shall serve a term of two years, unless 
he/she is selected to fill an unexpired term or a one-year term as described in (e) below.  

2. No faculty member shall be required to serve simultaneously on more than two Standing 
Committees of this Faculty. 

3. Unless otherwise specified by the Bylaws, no faculty member shall serve more than three 
consecutive terms on a given Standing Committee.  

4. The membership of each new committee shall initially be staggered to help ensure 
continuity from year to year -- upon selection; members of the Standing Committee shall 
reach an agreement regarding which members will hold one versus two year memberships 
(approximately one-half each). The terms of each member shall be reported to the Dean's 
Office along with the notification of the new Chair of the committee (see section 8 below). 

 
Section 7 
 
The appointment process described in Section 3 shall be used to fill any vacancy occurring in the 
membership of a Standing Committee.  
Section 8 
 
The Chair of each committee is to be elected by the membership of the new committee unless 
indicated under the membership requirements of specific committees. This election is to be made and 
reported to the Dean no later than 14 days after the committee is formed. Further, the Dean's Office 
will distribute a list of committee chairs, members, and members' terms within 30 days of the 
committee's election of its Chair.  
 
Section 9 
 
The Chair is responsible for arranging for the Dean or Dean’s Office designee to meet with the 
committee early in the fall semester. The primary purpose of this meeting is to discuss the group’s 
activities and objectives for the forthcoming year. 
 
Section 10 
 
Each Standing Committee is to make the minutes of each meeting available to the faculty via electronic 
means no later than two weeks following committee meetings. The Faculty Development Committee 
shall follow the procedures listed in the FSU Faculty Handbook with regard to its recommendations to 
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the Dean. Note that confidential matters (e.g., personnel related) shall not be disclosed to the College 
at large. 
 
Section 11 
 
The Chair of each Standing Committee is responsible for presenting an oral report of the committee's 
activities at the Spring Faculty Meeting. Note that confidential matters (e.g., personnel related) shall 
not be disclosed. 
 
Section 12 
 
The Chair of each Standing Committee is responsible for preparing a final written report of the 
committee's activities and making it available via appropriate means to the faculty within 30 days of 
the election of new Standing Committees.  
 
Section 13 
 
Faculty membership on ad hoc Voluntary Teams or Task Forces shall generally be from the faculty at 
their discretion. The term of membership shall be until the Voluntary Team or Task Force disbands 
upon completion of its charge, or earlier, at the discretion of the faculty volunteer(s). The chair of each 
Voluntary Team or Task Force will be elected by the membership. Reports by the chair will be 
disseminated to the faculty in accordance with the rules for Standing Committees under Sections 10, 
11, and 12.  

 

ARTICLE VIII 

Standing Committees 
 

Membership:   
The standard membership for each committee, unless specified otherwise, will consist of four faculty 
members: one faculty member from each department. One Department Chair or the Associate Dean 
will serve ex-officio on each standing committee. The ex officio members of the standing committees 
are free to vote on issues. The rotation of ex officio members is noted in the committee membership 
appendix. Appointments and elections for committee membership will take place in the spring 
semester of each academic year.  
 
Appointments and elections for committee membership will take place in the spring semester of each 
academic year. 

Section 1 - Assurance of Learning (AoL) Committee 
 

1. Membership. Standard, plus one undergraduate and one graduate student. Assurance of 
Learning Coordinator shall serve as ex-officio Chair of this committee. 
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2. The Committee shall:

a. Establish and modify, as necessary, the appropriate assessment cycle and process for all
CoB programs;

b. Identify and assign appropriate groups to carry out each assessment task, including but
not limited to gathering baseline data, gathering on-going performance data, analyzing
the performance data gathered, recommending actions for change, and reporting on
outcomes assessment;

c. Prepare annually the College’s Assessment Report; and
d. Perform other relevant duties as charged by the Dean.

Section 2 - Curriculum Committee 

1. Membership. Standard membership plus two students. The Associate Dean, AoL Committee
Chair, and Advising Center Specialist shall serve ex-officio on this committee. Membership
of faculty members will be for a period of two years. Faculty member terms will be
staggered by department. At no time should there be more than two members from any
one department.

2. The primary responsibility of the Curriculum Committee will be to evaluate curriculum
content and delivery for CoB academic programs at the undergraduate level. This will
require ensuring that curriculum content and delivery meets the academic and career goals
of CoB students and is in line with requirements and responsibilities spelled out in AACSB
guidelines, the CoB Process Manual and Bylaws, the FSU Mission Statement and CoB
Mission Statement. The Curriculum Committee will also be responsible for initiating
curriculum changes in those instances where courses or programs affect all departments
within the CoB. Initiation of all other curriculum changes rests with the appropriate
departments and their faculty.

3. In accomplishing its responsibilities, the Curriculum Committee shall:
a. Ensure that program missions/objectives reflect institutional and College missions,

needs of constituencies being served, and our competencies and competitive
advantages;

b. Enhance College policies and procedures as appropriate to support assurance of
learning efforts and compliance with AACSB standards for curriculum content and
evaluation;

c. Consult with relevant stakeholders for each program;
d. Invite proposals on curricular and programmatic innovation, including the

consideration of new courses or programs, that align with the strategic direction and
branding efforts of the College and/or University; and

e. Perform other relevant duties as charged by the Dean.

NOTE: Appendix B outlines the process for curricular review and approval for all CoB 
curriculum and program changes.  
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Section 3 – Faculty Development Committee 

1. Membership. Standard. A Department Chair or Associate Dean shall serve ex-officio on this 
committee.

2. The Committee shall:

a. Collect and review individual faculty member’s journal award application and 
determine awards (the target date is the end of the Spring semester). Notify 
faculty of award allocations on or before June 1 of each year;

b. Maintain the College’s journal classification list (CoB ‘A’ , ‘B’ and ‘C’ journal list);
c. Determine ways and means to stimulate, support, and improve continuing 

faculty intellectual development and faculty involvement in academic and 
professional endeavors/organizations;

d. Periodically review and make recommendations for improvement to the 
College’s Faculty Development policy (see Process Manual, Section V.n pg 
73ff); and

e. Perform other relevant duties as charged by the Dean.

Section 4 - Graduate Policy Committee 

1. Membership. Standard membership, plus two graduate students. Note that the members
should be members of the Graduate Faculty. The MBA Program Coordinator shall serve ex
officio on this committee and be chair of the committee.

2. The Committee shall:

a. Insure that program missions/objectives reflect institutional and College missions, needs
of constituencies being served, and our competencies and competitive advantages;

b. Enhance College policies and procedures as appropriate to support compliance with
AACSB standards for graduate curriculum content and evaluation;

c. Consult with relevant stakeholders for each program;
d. Identify the appropriate input, process, and outcome performance measures for each of

the College’s programs; and
e. Perform other relevant duties as charged by the Dean.

Section 5 - Staff Development Committee 

1. Membership. Dean’s Executive Administrative Assistant, four departmental Administrative
Assistants, and the Advising Center Coordinator. The Dean’s Executive Administrative
Assistant shall serve as the Chair of this committee.

2. The Committee shall:

a. Seek ways to improve and expand relationships with the faculty, parents, students, and
other administrative personnel within the College and the University;

b. Continue to implement Building Monitors in Guild and Framptom;
c. Continue the coordination, channeling, and ensuring of overall functions, daily

operations, and procedures for the College of Business and University;
d. Work with the Department Chairs, Faculty, Associate Dean, and Dean in facilitating

smooth transitions for new and adjunct faculty;
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e. Facilitate training sessions to enhance knowledge of how to access information from 
PeopleSoft Financials, PAWS, and current LMS (Canvas); 

f. Perform other relevant duties as charged by the Dean or Departmental Chairs. 
 

Section 6 - Strategic Planning Committee (ad hoc) 
 

1. Membership. The administrators who comprise the College Executive Council (CEC) and one 
faculty representative from each department in the College of Business shall serve on this 
committee. Note that this committee is formed one year prior to a strategic planning cycle, 
generally coinciding with the University’s strategic planning cycle. The committee’s ad hoc 
status ends when the new strategic plan is approved and given to the CEC and Department 
Chairs for implementation and execution. 

2. The Committee shall:  
a. Develop the College’s strategic plan; 
b. Perform other relevant duties as charged by the Dean. 
 

Section 7 - Student and Alumni Committee 

1. Membership. Standard membership, plus one undergraduate and one graduate student.  
2. The Committee shall:  

a. Provide oversight and serve as liaison to the Student Advisory Council in considering 
the needs of all significant student constituent groups: graduate and undergraduate, 
full-time and part-time, and at all campus locations; 

b. Review identified student concerns, and evaluate existing College services for 
students on an ongoing basis to identify areas of improvement;  

c. Envision appropriate changes in student services and work with students and 
University constituencies to help identify specific actions and resources needed to 
accomplish them; 

d. Recommend changes in College programs, policies, and procedures so that student 
needs are more effectively met; 

e. Select College scholarship recipients (student members may not participate in this 
activity); 

f. Assist in the selection of nominees for Alumnus of the Year;  
g. Assist with the College of Business Honors Reception; 
h. Assist in the improvement of contacts with Alumni; 
i. Perform other relevant duties as charged by the Dean. 

 

ARTICLE IX 

Amendments to the Bylaws 
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Section 1 
 
These bylaws shall be in effect after adoption by a simple majority vote of a quorum of the faculty at a 
faculty meeting or by ballot distributed to the faculty at a faculty meeting or by ballot distributed to 
the faculty and approved by the Dean. A quorum exists when a simple majority of the members of the 
faculty are present at a meeting of the faculty. Some meetings may occur via email. 
 
Section 2 
 
Motions to amend these bylaws may occur at any time by any Faculty member through the committee 
system or the Department Chair.  
 
Section 3 
 
Any duly constituted committee, the Dean (or designee), or Department Chairs may propose 
amendments.  
 
Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, College Executive Council 
 

II. d:  College of Business Advisory Board 

 

Description 

The College of Business Advisory Board (“Board”) is comprised of a diverse group of Alumni, Emeriti 
Faculty, and regional business leaders, committed to helping the College in its efforts to enhance the 
quality of its educational and experiential learning programs, grow and succeed as an educational 
institution, and augment the relationships with its constituencies.  

Purpose 

The Board provides guidance and support to the College of Business in the development and 
implementation of an evolving competitive position that embraces continuous improvement and 
fosters an exceptional educational environment. 

Specifically, the Advisory Board and its members: 

1. Assist in promoting the College of Business to the business community. 

2. Facilitate communications and the development of relationships between academic 
departments in the College of Business and the business community. 

3. Augment existing career advisement as well as internship and placement services. 

4. Share real-world insights through classroom presentations and support for experiential 
learning opportunities. 

5. Expand students' business knowledge and skills. 
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6. Serve as advocates of the College of Business, thereby enhancing its visibility and 
reputation. 

7. Identify and assist in developing sources of private funds to support the mission and 
strategic goals of the College of Business. 

Selection 

Members may be nominated by faculty, staff, and current or past Board members. Membership on the 
Board will consist of prominent organizational leaders who have an interest in the advancement and 
continuous improvement of the College of Business. Members are appointed by the Dean based on 
their professional success, personal integrity, and demonstrated commitment to the growth of the 
College of Business and the University.  
 

Size 

The Advisory Board shall have a maximum of 35 members.  

 

Term 

 
The initial term is 3 years. It is renewable upon mutual consent of the member and the Dean and is 
based on each Board member's ability to fulfill the identified roles and responsibilities. 
 

Responsibilities 

1. Actively participate in the Advisory Board meetings (normally at least twice a year) and 
assigned committees or task groups. 

2. Serve as an advocate of the College of Business. 

3. Identify issues of strategic importance and provide input in the development of the 
College’s Strategic Plan and corresponding action plans. 

4. Provide networking opportunities for students and Faculty. 

5. Provide students with career guidance, which may include but are not limited to 
internships, mentoring opportunities, professional shadowing, and job placement 
assistance. 

6. Commit to a personal contribution portfolio that most appropriately represents each 
member's ability to give time, talent, and treasure. 

7. Contribute to the quality of education through sharing of professional knowledge and 
experiences, within and outside the classrooms. 
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Meetings  

 

The Board shall meet at least two times per year. At the discretion of the Board, additional meeting(s) 
and or retreats may be scheduled. The location and time of the Board meeting will be mutually 
determined.  
 

Officers 

A chair and vice chair, elected by the Board for one two-year term, shall serve as the officers of the 
Board. The chair, in consultation with the Dean, will set the agenda for all Board meetings and may 
appoint committees from Board members for specific purposes or tasks. Minutes of Board meetings 
will be recorded by an administrative assistant assigned by the Dean.  
 

Committees 

 

Committees will be formed within the Board to formulate and extend specific Board activities. These 
might include, but not be limited to: 

1. Executive Committee [Board Chair, Board Vice Chair, and Chairs of Each Committee] 
2. Governance Committee [Scope -- recommend and nominate new Board members, develop 

and review by-laws/charter documents, review effectiveness of Board and its members] 
3. Strategic Advisory Committee [Scope - Provide critical input to the College on its strategic 

planning processes, review of mission, vision, core values, and programmatic and curricular 
enrichment efforts]  

4. Student Engagement Committee [Scope -- Mentoring, in-class guest speaking role, 
specialized instruction such as ”finishing school” course development, support to student 
organizations] 

5. Student Career Support Committee [Scope  -- Resume review and critique, mock interview, 
one-on-one mentoring, job shadowing, direct employment, internship and placement 
assistance]  

6. Resource Development Committee [Possible Tasks – Resource acquisition initiatives 
including fundraising efforts for both short- and long-term funding needed to meet the 
College’s and its students’ programmatic and capital needs] 

 
Additionally, task groups can be established on a temporary basis to serve a specific need or issue and 
other standing or long-term committees may be constituted to support the ongoing needs of the 
College of Business and may require some specified period of service.  
 

Expectations 

 

Members of the Board and of each of the Committees therein are expected to attend the necessary 
Board and Committee meetings. In addition, members may be asked for advice and counsel 
periodically by phone, writing, or in personal meetings. Participation, as needed, may occur either in 
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person or via phone or video conferencing, to continue the dialogue and accomplish designated tasks 
between meetings. 
 

Benefits to Membership on the Advisory Board 

1. Opportunity to make a direct impact on the lives of students. 

2. Opportunity to advance the College of Business as a leading-edge resource for the region. 

3. Ability to interact with students and faculty on mutually-beneficial projects. 

4. Access to bright and competent graduates as potential employees. 

5. Fulfillment in guiding the College of Business’ mission to provide a meaningful educational 
experience to its students.  

6. The prestige and recognition associated with being a member of the College of Business 
Advisory Board.  

 
Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, College Executive Council 
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CHAPTER III 

 

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

 
Strategic Planning  
 
Description 

 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure that the College maintains a 
sound strategic plan that reflects its vision, mission, goals, and core values. 
 
Detailed Description:  College of Business maintains a strategic plan and ensures that it is 
reviewed annually. Input is obtained from the Faculty, Staff, Student Advisory Council, and CoB 
Advisory Board regarding all components of the strategic plan. 
 
The CoB strategic planning process and the strategic plan is presented below. 
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III. a:  College of Business Strategic Planning Process  
 
The initial Strategic Plan of the College of Business is developed by the Strategic Planning Committee based on the AACSB 2013 Standards and 
the University (FSU) strategic plan. It is forwarded to the College’s Advisory Board and student leaders for initial review and input. After 
consideration of the feedback received from the Advisory Board and the student leaders, the Strategic Planning Committee presents the 
revised Plan to the CoB Faculty body for review and ratification. The finalized Strategic Plan is implemented by the CEC. Overall, the process 
involves four stages, shown below, and is designed to be continual.  
 

Initiation               Input          Review and Ratification                     Implementation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Initial Strategic Plan 
developed by the 
Strategic Planning 

Committee (CEC and 
Faculty Representatives) 

Revised Strategic 
Plan based on CoB 

Advisory Board and 
Student Leaders’ 

Input  

CoB Advisory 
Board  

(Alumni and 
Business Leaders) 

CoB Student 
Leaders 

CoB                   
Faculty 

                                                  
College Executive 

Council                               
(CEC) 

AACSB 2013 
Standards  

University 
Vision and 

Mission 
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College of Business 
 

Mission 
• Our primary responsibility is to prepare our diverse student population for a lifetime of professional success and personal fulfillment. We drive results through a 

caring approach to individual development emphasizing critical thinking, experiential learning, social consciousness, and a global perspective. 
• We are also committed to our faculty and staff. We forge a nurturing environment, which respects the individual, stimulates professional growth, and offers a 

sense of community.  
• We contribute economic and academic vitality as a responsibility to our communities and disciplines and to society. 

 

Frostburg State University 

“Experience Excellence, Experience Success.” 

Vision  
To be the educational destination of choice for students seeking an extraordinary, career-oriented educational experience and enduring professional success. 
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College of Business  
“Experience Learning, Experience Success.” 

 

 
VISION:  To be the educational destination of choice for students seeking an extraordinary, career-

oriented educational experience and enduring professional success.  

MISSION 
 

• Our primary responsibility is to prepare our diverse student population for a lifetime of 

professional success and personal fulfillment. We drive results through a caring approach to 

individual development emphasizing critical thinking, experiential learning, social 

consciousness, and a global perspective. 

• We are also committed to our faculty and staff. We forge a nurturing environment, which 

respects the individual, stimulates professional growth, and offers a sense of community.  

• We contribute economic and academic vitality as a responsibility to our communities and 

disciplines and to society. 

CORE VALUES 
 

Integrity- is to engender trust by displaying principled behavior, demonstrating responsible 

stewardship of resources entrusted to one, and being ethical in all one says and does. 

 

Citizenship - is to have a deep stake in the well-being of the community, and, therefore, an obligation 

to stay informed, to make positive contributions, and to be of service to all within the College, 

University, and Community at large. 

 

Inquiry- is an abiding commitment to intellectual curiosity about oneself and the world around that 

entails critical thinking and personal responsibility for one’s own learning and professional 

development. 

 

Professionalism - is characterized by unyielding dedication to excellence in all that one does, to be 

respectful to all, to be an engaged team player, and to be accountable for one’s choices and actions. 
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Innovation – is a pioneering quest for novel and creative mechanisms to effect continuous 

improvement in one’s environment and to embrace change in the service of personal and 

organizational growth. 

College of Business Goals 
I. Create and deliver superior academic programs that prepare students for professional 

success and personal fulfillment.  

II. Attract, develop, retain, and place high-quality students.  

III. Recruit, develop, and retain diverse and highly qualified faculty and staff who advance the 

mission and vision of the College. 

IV. Facilitate intellectual collaboration with academic, business, and governmental 

communities. 

Action Priorities 

GOAL I: Create and deliver superior academic programs that prepare students for professional 
success and personal fulfillment.  

A. Deliver programs and institute partnerships to enrich the College of Business curriculum 
and boost enrollment. 

1. Assess current programs and introduce new concentrations and appropriate 

certificate programs in the undergraduate and MBA programs in emergent fields 

such as Business Analytics, Health Care Management, Digital Marketing, Supply 

Chain Management/Logistics, and Management. 

2. Assess and improve the 7-week delivery model in the MBA Program.  

3. Implement the collaborative program with Hunan University of Commerce (HUC), 

China, leading to enrolled students earning a BS degree in Economics with a minor in 

Finance. 

4. Establish at least one new relationship or program with international education 

partners and nurture existing ones.  

B. Utilize strategies that advance experiential education and engage students in co-
curricular activities.  

1. Solicit opportunities for internships, externships, field visits, job-shadowing 

experiences, case studies, business plan development, and the like and examine 

methods to support them. 
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2. Sponsor PELEF-funded opportunities and/or offer support for conference 

participation to qualified students. 

3. Encourage students to engage in global educational programs and experiences. 

4. Provide avenues for students to share their successes and publicize them. 

5. Promote and encourage students to engage in professional student organizations. 

 

C. Engage local businesses, community partners, and CoB Advisory Board members with 
faculty and students. 
 

1. Expand a Regional Business Network of organizations that have an ongoing, mutually 

beneficial relationship with the College of Business. 

2. Foster class projects involving local businesses and/or board members that service 

community needs.  

3. Engage board members and alumni in Career Expo Program and similar networking 

and professional development opportunities for students.  

4. Involve local business and/or board members in the creation and implementation of 

curricula for new programs. 

5. Enlist board members, alumni, and distinguished business leaders to serve as guest 

speakers in targeted classes.  

6. Host a conference on campus that includes small business leaders, regional 

economic and workforce development experts, faculty, and students that spurs 

efforts to accelerate the region’s entrepreneurial climate. 

 

D. Monitor student-learning outcomes through an effective Assurance of Learning (AoL) 
program. 

 

1. Continue to implement assessment of students’ proficiency in the College 

curriculum. 

2. Structure and implement a robust mechanism for student feedback and improved 

learning outcomes. 

GOAL II:  Attract, develop, retain, and place high-quality students.  

A. Attract a high-quality, diverse population of students that includes traditional 
undergraduate, first-generation College students, international students, and working 
adults to College of Business programs. 

 

1. Coordinate with Office of Admissions to undertake direct recruitment of the 

traditional undergraduate students by visiting regional high schools and community 

Colleges. 
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2. Explore articulation agreements with community Colleges that facilitate a seamless 

transfer of students to College programs.  

3. Invite existing CoB students and recent alumni to participate in Open House 

presentations with Department Chairs.  

4. Create an annual, half-day event catered to high-potential regional high school 

students inducted into the National Honor Society (NHS). 

5. Consider the institution of a face-to-face, on-site delivery modality of the MBA 

program that attracts international students.  

6. Visit regional business, service, and nonprofit organizations to solicit working 

adult/non-traditional students.  

7. Create endowed funds to support merit scholarships for students with a declared 

CoB major.  

8.  Meet or exceed the University’s time-to-degree metric in the College of Business.  

 

 

B. Support academic and professional development and mentoring opportunities for 
students. 
 

1. Examine our advising structure and expand beyond course scheduling to a more 

comprehensive advising process. 

2. Engage advisory board members, business leaders, and alumni in developing and 

mentoring students. 

3. Examine and revise, as appropriate, academic programming, advising support, 

course scheduling, and delivery modalities that are mindful of the distinct 

educational needs of first-generation, minority, working adult/non-traditional 

student population.  

 
GOAL III: Recruit, develop, and retain diverse and highly qualified faculty and staff who advance 

the mission and vision of the College 
 

A. Ensure a transparent recruiting process that will attract diverse and professionally 
qualified faculty and staff.  
 

1. Ensure faculty and staff hiring processes are consistent with required University 

practices, including a clarification on specific conditions of hire.  

2. Ensure the faculty evaluation, renewal, tenure/promotion, and sabbatical processes 

are fair and effective.  

 

B. Support, enhance, and track professional development and mentoring opportunities for 
faculty and staff. 
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1. Maintain and support a formal orientation program for new faculty and staff 

§ Clarify job-specific requirements and expectations, including examples of 

differential performance and associated outcomes via formal orientation 

§ Outline clear expectations for collegiality and professional behavior in 

dealing with peers, staff, students, and the external community.  

 

2. Maintain and support a robust faculty onboarding and mentoring program. 

§ Assign a formal mentor within a new faculty member’s home department. 

§ Encourage ongoing, informal mentoring, coaching, and professional feedback 

by seasoned faculty and staff within the Department, College and/or 

institution.  

§ Track and communicate progress toward tenure and promotion/permanent 

status along with ongoing metrics for faculty.  

 
C. Enhance faculty capabilities in teaching methodologies and instructional technology.  

 

1. Ensure that 100% of online faculty successfully transition to and use LMS (Canvas) in 

their classes. 

2. Ensure that, at least, 50% of faculty teaching face-to-face courses successfully 

transition to and use LMS (Canvas). 

3. Schedule two or more technology-focused and/or teaching methodology-focused 

“brown bag” sessions per semester.  

4. Deliver a minimum of one training session per semester on existing CoB “SMART” 

technology.  

 

D. Recognize faculty and staff achievements in the areas of teaching, research, service, and 
mentoring. 
 

1. Celebrate faculty and staff achievement utilizing a variety of events and mechanisms 

that make them feel like valued members of the College community 

§ Annual Honors Ceremony 

§ Induction in Beta Gamma Sigma Honor Society 

§ Coverage in semi-annual College Newsletter 

§ College-wide meetings 

§ Creation of Press Releases  

 

E. Support and encourage faculty development. 
 
1. Offer base level annual conference travel support to faculty.  
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2. Provide additional financial support for professional development based on quality 

of research publications.  

3. Make publication database available to faculty via appropriate LMS platform.  

4. Facilitate faculty efforts to seek external grant opportunities toward enhanced 

teaching and research.  

5. Create a pool of funds to support summer research by faculty.  

 

GOAL IV: Facilitate intellectual collaboration with academic, business, and governmental 
communities.  

 

A. Support faculty intellectual collaboration with academic communities.  
 
1. Incentivize faculty cross-mentoring toward improved intellectual contributions.  

2. Encourage interdisciplinary research, both within and outside the College, with 

discernible contribution from each discipline in the research product.  

 

B. Provide faculty-consulting services to local and regional business and governmental 
communities as requested. 
 

1. Host skills-/organizational-development workshops to meet community needs in 

College, University, and external settings.  

2. Support and showcase faculty consulting services to organizations at local, regional, 

and national levels. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Strategic Planning Committee 

 

III. b:  Allocating Funds to Departments 
 

Description 
 

General Description: The purpose of this process is to ensure the fairness of the budget process 

across all academic departments within the College. The Dean allocates departmental budgets 

based on numerical considerations such as faculty strength and specialized needs of each 

Department. 

 

Detailed Description:  The Dean makes recommendations to the University Budget Office for 

opening balances of all College of Business operating accounts. The operating budget for each 

department is determined by the Dean for each fiscal year.  
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Department budgets should be as stable as possible, even in times of budget cutting. Holding 

department budgets relatively harmless during budget cutting should be a high priority 

whenever possible. Department Chairs are responsible for managing their own budgets based 

on the following guidelines: 

 

1. All professional development allocations are made from the College accounts and directed 

to appropriate department accounts in order to apply College-level guidelines for 

professional development allocation. 

2. Departmental operating budget cannot be used for Department Chair’s own and/or his/her 

faculty members’ travel. 

3. Department Chairs may approve the purchase/order of items not exceeding $200 at any 

given time. For purchase/order of any item over $200 in cost, Department Chairs must 

obtain the Dean’s approval 

4. Instructional travel (other than summer school) and administrative travel are paid out of 

College accounts directed to relevant department accounts. 

5. Professional association dues (membership fees) may be paid for any individual with Dean’s 

approval.  

6. University PROCARD statement summaries with receipts are submitted to the Dean’s Office 

for signature on a timely basis. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Associate Dean, Department Chairs 

 

III. c:  Allocating Faculty Positions  
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to describe how full-time faculty positions 

are allocated to Departments. 

 

Detailed Description:  Vacant faculty positions automatically revert to the University. The 

Provost is responsible for reallocation. Any College and Department can make a request to 

receive the position. Upon receiving a departmental request, the Dean and Associate Dean 

conduct a needs analysis. The results of the needs analysis will be discussed by the College 

Executive Council to prioritize the College’s need in order to fulfill the vacant positions. The 

final decision is made by the Dean to ensure that faculty positions are allocated in a manner 

that is aligned with the CoB strategic plan and compatible with AACSB standards. 

 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Associate Dean, Department Chairs  
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III. d:  Allocating Space 
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure that College of Business makes 

the best use of the space allocated by the University. 

 

Detailed Description: At minimum, all full-time faculty members have assigned office space 

with basic necessities including a desk, bookcase, file cabinet, computer, printer, and 

networked Internet access. In unusual circumstances, some faculty may share office space.  

 

Classrooms are shared among Departments to best utilize the spaces to match the number 

course-sections that must be offered and course pedagogy. Whenever possible, a faculty 

member is assigned to classrooms in the same building as his/her office. In some instances, 

faculty may be assigned to teach in a classroom at a building other than the one in which their 

offices are located.  

 

Staff spaces include the Dean’s Offices, College of Business Advising Center, and offices for 

departmental administrative assistants. At a minimum, staff offices have a desk, computer, file 

cabinet/s, printer, and networked internet access. 

 

Each Department has one private storage space. Other storage spaces are shared. General 

workroom spaces, the computer lab, and meeting rooms are shared by all College faculty and 

staff. 

 

Meeting rooms and the Framptom computer lab are reserved in advance through the College of 

Business Advising Center. If a conflict arises, the party with a space reservation has priority. 

 

All vacated space reverts to the control of the Dean’s Office. Faculty and staff who are 

interested in relocating to a new vacant office space should submit a written request to the 

Associate Dean with a copy to their Department Chair. The Associate Dean puts the requests on 

the agenda for consideration by the CEC. Final decisions for allocations of office space are made 

by the Dean in consultation with the CEC and based on the special needs of the Department 

and College and faculty/staff seniority, as appropriate.  

 

The Dean’s Office prepares a CoB directory published in booklet form at the beginning of each 

academic year.  

 
Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, College Executive Council 
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III. e:  Travel Reimbursement (Instructional, Administrative, and Other) 
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to provide a reasonable level of support for 

the miscellaneous travel needs of faculty, staff, and administrators.  

 

Detailed Description:   
Instructional Travel:  All faculty are assigned a “home” site of either Frostburg or Hagerstown. 

Faculty members who teach at a site other than their home site are eligible for reimbursement 

for mileage, parking, and possibly other costs (i.e., meals). Reimbursement is not automatic. To 

be reimbursed, a faculty member submits an expense report to the Dean that details dates 

taught at the distant site, mileage, and any other reimbursable costs allowed under University 

policy. Expense forms must be filed within 30 days of travel with the last submission to be no 

later than June 15 of the fiscal year. 

 

Administrative Travel: College of Business reimburses faculty members for the cost of travel 

away from the primary campus assignment due to expected participation in meetings of 

institutional, College, or departmental governing bodies. Other requests for reimbursement of 

administrative travel will be considered by the Dean on a case-by-case basis. 
 

In the event of concurrent travel of multiple College of Business attendees to a site other than 

the “home” site, faculty members are expected to make reasonable efforts to avail themselves 

of carpooling possibilities. 

 

Faculty must exercise reasonable and appropriate efforts to secure state vehicles at their 

“home site” or produce evidence of vehicle non-availability, such as via a log report or printout 

from the vehicle reservation system. In accordance with University policy. If for any reason, 

evidence of state vehicle non-availability is not provided, mileage reimbursement will be set at 

50 percent of the prevailing institutional rate that is applicable when a state vehicle is not 

available. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean 

 

III. f:  Outside Consulting 
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this policy is to ensure that outside consulting by faculty 

members enhances their academic performance. College of Business uses the University’s 

official policy for outside faculty consulting which is based on the Board of Regent’s Policy II-
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3.10. Faculty are required to complete the ‘Consultant and Professional Services’ Form and 

submit it to their respective chairs prior to providing a service.  

 

It is paramount that outside consulting does not interfere with a faculty member’s 

responsibilities in any of the areas of teaching, professional development, and service, should 

not represent a conflict of interest, and should be disclosed. 

 

Detailed Description:  An excerpt from the official policy states:  “Consulting and other external 

professional services may enhance the reputation of the institution as well as the individual, 

assist in recruiting or placing students, apply the expertise developed in its academies to the 

enterprises of the State, and test the applicability of theoretical ideas. Nevertheless, the faculty 

and the institution must remain vigilant to ensure that such external services enhance and do 

not detract from a faculty member’s fulfillment of his or her responsibilities to the institution. 

Therefore, external professional services, whether income-producing or not, may be 

undertaken only when it is ensured that all responsibilities associated with the individual’s 

faculty position are fully satisfied and will continue to be met.” 

 

As part of the College of Business’ academic orientation, applied work and research is highly 

valued within the College. Faculty members may participate in applied activities without 

violating USM or University policy by complying with the policy and disclosing outside activities 

on an annual basis. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Department Chairs 

 

III. g:  Computer Upgrades  
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to set an equitable method for providing 

faculty, staff, and administrators with reasonably current computers and software. A portion of 

the College’s computers should be upgraded every year assuming sufficient funding is available. 

 

Detailed Description:  An inventory of faculty, staff, and administrative computers is taken 

annually by the Office of Information Technology (OIT). The oldest and/or least powerful 

computers are generally replaced first. On occasion, some computers may be replaced with 

“recycled” ones so that users with specialized needs may receive new machines with 

appropriate capabilities. Full-time faculty, staff, and administrators will receive new machines 

periodically. Part-time faculty and student workers generally have access to recycled machines. 

 

The University generally replaces lab machines every four years when sufficient funding is 

available. 
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The FSU Helpdesk works with College of Business faculty and staff, in classrooms and in labs, to 

maintain machines, upgrade software, and provide assistance with technological hardware and 

software. 

 

Departments are responsible for providing faculty with printers. The College and/or the 

University provide network and lab printers. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Associate Dean, Department Chairs 

 

 

III. h:  Monitoring of Physical Facilities 
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure that the physical facilities of the 

College are clean, adequately equipped, visually appropriate, and functioning properly. 

 

Detailed Description:  A building monitor, a non-exempt staff member, is appointed annually 

by College Executive Council (CEC). Responsibility rotates alphabetically among the 

Departments with assignments lasting one year. The duties of the building monitor include, but 

are not limited to, serving as liaison between the academic departments housed in each 

building and the Dean’s Office , channeling requests to the Dean’s Office to communicate with 

Facilities personnel the need for replacement of light bulbs, floor tiles, ceiling tiles, window 

blinds, and other routine upkeep and maintenance in the buildings, and ensuring an 

appropriate number of chairs in each classroom. 

 

Non-routine issues are referred to the Associate Dean for appropriate action.  

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Associate Dean, Department Chairs, Staff Development Committee 
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CHAPTER IV 

TEACHING AND LEARNING 
 

IV. a:  Recruitment and Admissions, Undergraduate 
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of the recruiting process is to aid in admission of students 

into the College of Business academic programs. 
 

Detailed Description:  College of Business undergraduate admission requirements are 

consistent with and fall within the framework of University requirements. Any student enrolled 

at the University may declare a major in the College of Business. All students must have a 2.0 

GPA in both the major and overall cumulative averages in order to graduate. 

 

To recruit students, faculty and staff of the College of Business support the Office of Admissions 

by participating in FSU Open Houses and Area Receptions, maintaining a College website, 

visiting community colleges and high schools, and responding to specific information requests 

from students and the FSU Admissions Office. The College does not perform any direct 

recruiting of students independent of the University Admissions Office.  

 

College of Business’ programmatic promotional materials are made available to Open House 

participants and distributed among area community colleges and high schools.  

 

Within the University, we seek to recruit students into the College of Business programs via 

introductory survey courses and, to a limited extent, Learning Communities for freshmen. 

 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Associate Dean, Department Chairs, FSU Admissions Office 

 

 

IV. b:  Advising, Undergraduate 
 

Description  
 

General Description:  The primary purpose of undergraduate advising is to assist students with 

academic and career planning. In addition, advising is an opportunity for students and faculty to 

build personal and caring relationships that would advance students’ prospects for academic 

success.  
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Detailed Description:  Advising is a part of teaching and learning. As such, advising is a 

responsibility shared by faculty and students. The advising process within the College of 

Business fosters an atmosphere in which each student feels welcomed, heard, responded to, 

and respected as an individual. The College of Business advisors demonstrate high ethical 

standards and serve as positive role models. 

 

Each student will find a support structure for developing meaningful educational plans that are 

compatible with his/her career and life goals. The College of Business provides advising support 

through three primary support avenues: 

 

1. assignment of a faculty advisor for, at least, one face-to-face consultation during regular 

advising periods (November and April); 

2. ongoing access to the College of Business Advising Center for supplemental support; and 

3. enrollment and engagement in Career and Professional Development I and II courses for 

academic orientation to College of Business curricular and co-curricular programs and 

opportunities, professional development, and career or graduate education opportunities.  

Advising is required for all students each semester, except graduating seniors. Advisees 

schedule appointments with their faculty advisor to discuss: (1) course scheduling and 

registering for the next semester; (2) internship and study abroad opportunities; and (3) career 

goals. Program progression plans are updated each semester with a recording of awarded 

grades for all completed courses by the College of Business Advising Center. The faculty advisor 

reviews the student file and checklist with each advisee.  

 

Each academic Department is responsible for assigning a faculty advisor to newly-declared 

College of Business students, although this responsibility may be delegated to the College of 

Business Advising Center under certain circumstances. Unless a student changes majors or 

requests a change, a student will remain with the same advisor throughout his/her academic 

career. In certain circumstances, a faculty advisor may also request a change. 

 

Within the College of Business, assessing advisor effectiveness is at the discretion of each 

Department Chair. Both the University and the College of Business Advising Center provide 

opportunities for advisor training. As a result of the advising process, students should be able 

to: 

• locate and understand institutional policies and procedures in order to develop a degree 

completion plan; 

• identify and utilize relevant campus resources; 

• find solutions to academic and career-planning issues; 

• develop an educational plan and a career preparation strategy; and 

• articulate and implement educational and career goals. 
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The College of Business Advising Center 
 

The College of Business Advising Center is a support program for both faculty and students. The 

Center supports the advising process by: 

 

1. providing recordkeeping support for students’ advising needs; 

2. assisting with preparation of appropriate advising materials; 

3. coordinating the staffing of computer labs and organizing certain student events; 

4. meeting with students on probation; 

5. providing training to support faculty advisors (i.e., PAWS screens, forms, and other advising 

processes and procedures); 

6. providing assistance to students to meet their educational planning responsibilities; 

7. assisting with course scheduling and the preparation of a graduation plan;  

8. providing advising services, as authorized by the Associate Dean, in the absence of faculty 

advisors; and 

9. encouraging continuous improvement in all advising processes. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Associate Dean, Department Chairs, CoB Advising Center Coordinator 

 

IV. c:  Retention, Undergraduate 
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of the retention process is to assist students in achieving 

their full potential and to ensure that students’ progression through their chosen degree 

programs occurs in a timely manner. 

 

Detailed Description:  Research indicates that establishing connections (with faculty, other 

students, or student organizations) and developing a sense of belonging is a key factor in the 

retention of students. The College uses its AoL processes to enhance students’ learning and 

retention. 

 

All students, other than graduating seniors, are required to meet with a faculty advisor each 

semester.  

 

In MGMT 110, Career and Professional Development I, students receive a thorough orientation 

to the College of Business, and are encouraged to participate in professionally-relevant student 

organizations. There is a student organization for almost all academic programs in the College 

of Business.  

 

The University holds a Majors Fair periodically where students meet faculty, student 

organization leaders, and coordinators of new programs. The College of Business hosts 
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welcome receptions for new majors in which they meet faculty, receive information about the 

College, and are introduced to representatives of College of Business student organizations. 

College of Business representatives serve on the University’s Enrollment Management 

Committee, which monitors and develops retention strategies. The College works with the 

University’s Career and Professional Development Center on its annual Internship Fair by 

recruiting business organizations to participate.  

 

Students on academic probation or warning status are required by the University’s Academic 

Affairs Office and the College of Business to meet with advisors more frequently and are limited 

in the number of credit hours they may take. Additional meetings are designed to assist “at 

risk” students in developing a plan for returning to good academic standing. These plans might 

include tutoring arrangements, limiting enrollment to a suggested credit-hour limit each 

academic term, and guidance towards effective time-management strategies. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Associate Dean, Department Chairs, College of Business Advising Center 

Coordinator, CoB Internship Coordinator, FSU Career and Professional Development Center  

  

IV. d:  Placement, Undergraduate 
 

 Description   
 

General Description:  The purpose of undergraduate placement efforts is to assist students 

with career planning, obtaining field experience opportunities, and obtaining permanent 

employment upon graduation. 

 

Detailed Description:  At the University level, the Career and Professional Development Center 

offers assistance to students seeking internships, graduate school, and permanent employment 

opportunities. All seniors and alumni may establish a credential file to use with on-campus and 

off-campus recruiters. Resume workshops are available. This Center also makes arrangements 

for on-campus recruiters and coordinates various job/internship fair opportunities. FSU’s 

Center for Academic Advising and Retention (CAAR) offers general counseling for students who 

are undecided about careers or majors. 

 

Within the College of Business, recruitment and workshop announcements are sent through 

email and reinforced in the classroom. College of Business students are notified about 

internship opportunities, job opportunities/job fairs, and any recruiters interested in business 

majors via a College of Business student email list. Student organizations invite recruiters and 

other employer representatives to speak at meetings concerning employment information. The 

College of Business’ Career and Professional Development courses address students’ career 

assessment and preparation.  
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Periodically, on-campus recruiters are given a survey to determine their satisfaction with 

College of Business students.  

 
Responsibility for monitoring process:  Associate Dean, Coordinator of Professional Development Courses, FSU Career and 

Professional Development Center 

 

 

IV. e:  Monitoring Curriculum Compliance, Undergraduate 
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure that students make satisfactory 

degree progress and comply with AACSB, University, College, and program requirements. 

 

Detailed Description:  College of Business monitors undergraduate curriculum compliance in a 

variety of ways: 

 

1. The CoB Curriculum and AoL Committees are responsible for the review of major proposed 

curriculum changes for compliance with AACSB standards and consistency with the College 

mission.  

Implementation Strategy:  The Curriculum Committee will carry out the above function 
by reviewing the different departments’ course or program changes before they are 
submitted to the Dean, the University’s Academic Affairs Committee (AAC) and/or the 
Institutional Priorities and Resources (IPR) Committee.  
 
Appendix B outlines the process for curricular review and approval for all CoB curriculum 
and program changes.  
 

2. College of Business Advising Center records all grades and credits earned on a program-

specific degree checklist which includes the University’s general education requirements.  

3. Faculty advisors meet with advisees every semester and review the student advising folders  

4. MGMT 110, Career and Professional Development I, and MGMT 310, Career and 

Professional Development II are used to develop a plan of study to graduation.  

5. The Assurance of Learning Committee (AoL) collects, analyzes, disseminates, and retains 

student assurance of learning data. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Associate Dean, Department Chairs, CoB Curriculum Committee, Assurance of 

Learning Committee, University Academic Affairs Committee 
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IV. f:  Admission - MBA 
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure that applicants are admitted to 

the MBA program if they have demonstrated, through an appropriate combination of success in 

their prior undergraduate/graduate education program(s) and the completion of the Graduate 

Management Admission Test (GMAT) or the Graduate Record Exam (GRE), that they are likely 

to successfully complete the degree requirements. 

 

Detailed Description:  To gain admission to the MBA Program, all applicants must meet the 

standards established by the University for admission to the Graduate School and minimum 

standards established by the College of Business.  

 

The admission process includes the submission of an application package by the student to the 

Office of Graduate Services. This application package consists of: 

 

• an application form (same for all graduate programs) 

• academic transcripts 

• GMAT (or GRE) scores (or waiver request) 

 

The application package is reviewed by both the Office of Graduate Services and the MBA 

Program Coordinator to determine the candidate’s eligibility to be admitted to the MBA 

program. 

 

Eligibility is based on: 

 

• Minimum GMAT 400 

OR 

• Exemption under GMAT waiver policy as follows: 

o GPA of 3.25 or higher with no work experience;  

o GPA of 3.0 or higher with three years of work experience;  

o GPA of 2.75 or higher with five years or more work experience. 

 

Special Notes: 

Students may attend classes for one semester prior to completing the admission process. 

 

International students are required to demonstrate a proficiency in the English language via 

TOEFL score. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process: FSU Director of Graduate Services, MBA Program Coordinator 
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IV. g:  Advising - MBA 
 

Description   
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure timely and consistent progress 

toward the completion of degree requirements and graduation. 

 

Detailed Description:  FSU’s Director of Graduate Services and the MBA Program Coordinator 

provide advising services to current and prospective students on an as-needed basis using 

email, telephone, and office appointments. The elements of the MBA advising program include: 

 

1. Course load 

2. Course progression 

3. Course requirements based on academic and professional preparation 

4. Admission requirement waivers, such as GMAT, based on prior academic and professional 

preparation 

5. Students’ rights and responsibilities 

6. Other issues important to a student’s ability to successfully complete the program 

7. FSU Graduate Services and MBA Program Coordinator contact information  

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  FSU Director of Graduate Services, MBA Program Coordinator 

 

 

IV. h:  Monitoring Curriculum Compliance, MBA 
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure that students make satisfactory 

degree progress and comply with AACSB, University, College, and program requirements. 

 

Detailed Description:  The MBA program consists of 8 core courses (24 credits) and 3 

concentration options (12 credits each): Business Analytics, Health Care Management, and 

Management. There are also two Essentials courses, required for students without sufficient 

academic preparation to enter the program. Students are notified at the time of admission as 

to whether they will be required to take one or both of the Essential courses. The Office of 

Graduate Services enters this information into the PAWS system.  

     

Both the College of Business and the Office of Graduate Services monitors graduate curriculum 

compliance according to the following procedures: 

1. Students complete the Application for Graduation in their last semester of enrollment. This 

application is returned to the Office of Graduate Services which then prepares the Degree 

Audit. The Degree Audit consists of reviewing the student’s transcript to determine that all 

required courses have been completed and that the student has a satisfactory GPA (3.0).  
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2. The audit and the Graduate Check-out Approval form are forwarded to the MBA Program 

Coordinator for review. The Audit notes any course requirements needed for completion of 

the degree at the termination of the semester. On the Graduate Check-out Approval form, 

the MBA Program Coordinator either approves satisfactory completion of coursework, or 

notes deficiencies that would preclude awarding of a degree.  

3. In the event that not all requirements will be met at the end of the semester, the Office of 

Graduate Services sends a letter detailing the deficiency to the student, with a copy to the 

MBA Program Coordinator.  

The FSU PAWS registration system requires completion or current enrollment in appropriate 

prerequisites. The MBA Program Coordinator may approve exceptions (appropriate 

documentation of the exception is placed in student advising folders). The University’s 

Graduate Council may make exceptions to certain University degree requirements as a result of 

a successful appeal from a student. These exceptions are documented in the Registrar’s Office.  

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  FSU Director of Graduate Services, MBA Program Coordinator  

 

IV. i:  College of Business Scholarship Selection Process 
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to clarify how qualified students who apply 

for College of Business scholarships are selected.  

 

Detailed Description:  The Chair of the Student and Alumni Committee coordinates the 

preparation and distribution of scholarship criteria, ranking sheets, and the scholarship 

application instructions. Committee members review the applications in the Scholarship system 

in preparation for the meeting. 

 

The College of Business Student and Alumni Committee convenes in March complete the 

selection process. The Chair of the Student & Alumni Committee and/or the Associate Dean 

completes the University Scholarship Selection form and forwards to the Provost’s Office by the 

due date. 

 

Upon FSU Foundation approval, the Dean’s Office is informed and scholarship recipients are 

invited to the annual College of Business Honor’s Reception. 

 

Note:  Departmental scholarship nominees are selected via independent departmental 

processes. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process: Associate Dean, Student & Alumni Committee 
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IV. j:  Managing Undergraduate Core Curriculum and Assurance of Learning
  
 

Description 

 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure that: (1) the undergraduate core 

curriculum offered by the College remains current and of high quality, providing a broad 

context for the courses in the student’s major; (2) an assurance of learning mechanism is in 

place to measure students’ attainment  of appropriate technical and theoretical knowledge; 

and (3) graduates of the College of Business undergraduate programs are adequately prepared 

to successfully meet the demands of their professional careers and/or graduate schools. 

 

Detailed Description: College of Business adheres to all Institutional Learning Goals that guide 

the students’ cumulative academic experience at the University. In addition, the College of 

Business has developed educational objectives for the coursework that constitutes its 

undergraduate core curriculum.  
 

The responsibility for reviewing and revising the core curriculum lies with the Curriculum 

Committee (CC) which gathers input from a variety of sources such as students and faculty (via 

their respective departmental CC member), other business programs, employers and advisory 

groups, and the AoL Committee (AoLC). Changes to the core curriculum reviewed and approved 

by the CC are submitted to the Dean for signature and the University’s governance system.  

 
See Appendix B for the process for curricular review and approval for all CoB curriculum and 
program changes.  
 

Additionally, the purpose of all assurance of learning (AoL) processes is to continuously improve 

academic programs rather than to evaluate specific faculty or students. AoL occurs at two 

levels:  

 

1. Core curriculum learning goals and objectives are established by the Assurance of Learning 

Committee (AoLC) in consultation with the Curriculum Committee (CC).  

2. Program-specific learning goals and objectives are established by the program faculty and 

learning that supports each such goal is assessed within each course as identified in the 

course syllabi. 

 

The AoLC recommends specific data to be collected, coordinates training, and assists faculty 

with data collection. The AoL Coordinator collects College-level data for committees to analyze. 

The CC reviews evidence of learning and recommends changes to the CBK. Program faculty 

monitor evidence of learning via data obtained within programs and MGMT 310, Career and 

Professional Development II, and share a summary of effectiveness results with the AoLC. 

Program faculty also makes recommendations for program modifications.  

 

The summary results of assessments are shared with relevant stakeholders. 
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Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Associate Dean, Assurance of Learning Committee, Curriculum Committee, 

Department Chairs, Faculty 

 
 
IV. k:  Managing the Undergraduate Major/Minor/Concentration 
 
Description 

 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure that the curricula for majors, 

minors, and concentrations in the College remain of high quality and relevant to the business 

world and economy. The process for revising the curriculum relates primarily to the College’s 

mission to “prepare our diverse student population for a lifetime of professional success and 

personal fulfillment. We drive results through a caring approach to individual development 

emphasizing critical thinking, experiential learning, social consciousness, and a global 

perspective.” 

Detailed Description:  The process for revising the curriculum of a major, minor, or 

concentration begins with the faculty of the relevant department or program that gathers input 

from a variety of sources such as students and faculty, other business programs, employers and 

advisory groups, and the AoLC. The faculty of each program initiate and approve changes, 

which are then submitted to the Curriculum Committee for review. This review is intended to 

ensure that all program changes comply with the following:  AACSB standards, CoB mission 

statement, FSU Mission statement, CoB Process Manual, and other relevant College and 

University standards and procedures.  

 

In meeting its primarily advisory role to the Dean and Departments, the Curriculum 

Committee’s function is to assure compliance with University and College requirements. 

Accordingly, in cases where changes will have a significant impact on another or portion of the 

College, that Department must also receive timely notification of the change and should have 

an opportunity to provide input on the impact of the proposed change. If the Curriculum 

Committee does not approve a departmental proposal, the decision to approve or deny the 

proposal will ultimately rest with the Dean. Proposals approved by the Dean are then submitted 

to the University’s governance system.  

 

For concentrations that are interdepartmental, the Curriculum Committee has responsibility for 

initiating changes. See Appendix B for the process for curricular review and approval for all CoB 
curriculum and program changes.  

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Associate Dean, Department Chairs, Assurance of Learning Committee, 

Curriculum Committee 
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IV. l:  Managing Majors Assessment Exam  
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure that all CoB students are tested 

in content knowledge in the core curriculum.  

 

Detailed Description:  The majors-exam is administered annually in MGMT 110, Career and 

Professional Development I, which is required of all majors in the College. Students are given 

the pre-test. The post-test is then given approximately two years later, depending on time to 

degree, in the capstone Undergraduate course—MGMT 485, Business Policy and Strategy.  

 

The AOL Committee performs an in-depth analysis of student performance over time and in a 

way that demonstrates – the effectiveness of instructional intervention. This data is then 

provided to the Department Chairs to engage in programmatic or pedagogical improvements to 

enhance student learning.  

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Department Chairs, Assurance of Learning Committee, Faculty 

 

 

IV. m:  Managing the MBA Curriculum 
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to maintain an up-to-date curriculum for 

MBA students and to ensure that students are well-prepared for careers in business.  

 

Detailed Description:  Reviews of the MBA curriculum are undertaken to ensure that it remains 

a high-quality program that meets the needs of students, employers, and fulfills the 

requirements of applicable accreditation bodies. 

 

The College of Business Graduate Policy Committee (GPC) is charged with managing and 

coordinating changes to the MBA curriculum (courses, content, syllabi, textbooks, etc.). The 

MBA Program Coordinator is Chair of this standing committee. The MBA Program Coordinator 

holds periodic discussions with program faculty.  

 

Proposed curriculum changes can be generated by a variety of interested parties, including: 

 

      1. College Executive Council (CEC) 

      2. MBA Program Coordinator 

      3. Program Faculty 

      4. CoB Advisory Board 

      5. CoB Graduate Policy Committee (GPC) 
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     6. Assurance of Learning Committee 

 

The most common reasons for the initiation of curriculum changes are: 

 

1. new knowledge or advancements in a field require new content focus or delivery; 

 

2. monitoring of the program’s outcomes assessment measures identifies a problem or 

concern; 

 

3. a competitive opportunity or threat is identified; and/or 

 

4. a technological advancement enabling new content/delivery becomes available. 

 

Curriculum change proposals are first evaluated and modified as appropriate by the CoB 

Graduate Policy Committee. Upon initial approval by that Committee, proposed changes are 

reviewed by the College Executive Council and returned to the Graduate Policy Committee with 

recommendations and comments. Proposals that are approved by both the Graduate Policy 

Committee and the College Executive Council are submitted by the MBA Program Coordinator, 

assisted by the Graduate Policy Committee, submits the proposed changes to the University 

Graduate Council and the Faculty Senate for approval. Once approved by the Faculty Senate, 

the MBA Program Coordinator works with the Department Chairs to implement the curriculum 

changes, including ensuring that all changes are incorporated into the Graduate Catalog and the 

MBA web page. 

 
 
Responsibility for monitoring process:  MBA Program Coordinator, CoB Graduate Policy Committee, University Graduate 

Council 

 

 

IV. n:  Syllabi Review Process 
  
Description 

 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure current course content. This 

process relates to the overall mission of the College to “prepare our diverse student population 

for a lifetime of professional success and personal fulfillment. We drive results through a caring 

approach to individual development emphasizing critical thinking, experiential learning, social 

consciousness, and a global perspective.” 

 

Detailed Description:  This process includes the following activities: 

 

1. The department administrative assistant collects a syllabus for each class offered each 

semester.  
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2. Department Chairs and/or Department Evaluation Committees include course syllabi as 

part of annual faculty review of teaching.  

 

3. For the Undergraduate programs, course syllabi are periodically reviewed by members 

of the Curriculum Committee and the AoL Committee.  

 

4. For the MBA program, course syllabi are periodically reviewed by members of the 

Graduate Policy Committee and the AoL Committee.  

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Associate Dean, Department Chairs, Curriculum Committee, Graduate Policy 

Committee, Assurance of Learning Committee 

 
 

IV. o:  Stakeholder Surveys  
 

Description 
 
General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure that, periodically, information is 

obtained from key stakeholders that include: (1) undergraduate students; (2) graduate 

students; (3) alumni; and (4) select employers, regarding their perceptions of the quality of the 

education programs offered at College of Business. Samples of each type of stakeholder and the 

associated sample size will be determined by convenience, relevance, and resource availability. 

The Assurance of Learning Coordinator (AoLC) will provide oversight to this process to include 

survey design and delivery.  

 
Detailed Description:   
(1) Undergraduate Students: The survey instrument is administered periodically (at least once 

every five years). The instruments are collected by the instructor and transmitted to the AOL 

Coordinator.  

 

The survey report is provided to the Curriculum Committee (CC) and to Department Chairs for 

further analysis. The AoLC analyzes the report and, along with the CC, identifies issues which 

need attention as it relates to assessment, pedagogy, and/or program design and delivery. The 

AoLC then determines which decision-making body or committee should address the issue. For 

example, some of the issues may be referred to the Curriculum Committee; others may be 

referred to Department Chairs, the CEC, or the Faculty at large.  

 

(2) Graduate Students: The survey instrument is administered during the last semester of 

students’ enrollment in the MBA program. The survey is conducted once every five years and 

will be delivered electronically. The instruments are collected by the instructor and transmitted 

to the AOL Coordinator.  
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The survey report is provided to the Graduate Policy Committee and to Department Chairs for 

further analysis. The GPC analyzes the report and identifies issues which need to be addressed. 

The GPC then determines which body or committee should address the issue in a decision-

making mode. For example, the GPC may address a significant proportion of the issues while 

others may be referred to the Graduate Coordinator, or to a faculty group. Issues identified by 

the GPC and a copy of the survey report are to be given to the AOL Committee for 

informational purposes. 

 

(3) Alumni: A survey instrument is electronically sent to a sample of alumni once every five 

years. Efforts will be made to capture a diverse sample. However, sampling efforts will focus on 

recently graduated alumni (with 5 or fewer years since graduation). Efforts will be made to 

capture a geographically diverse sample (i.e., graduates beyond Allegany and Garrett counties).  

 

The Associate Dean tabulates and distributes the results to the College Executive Council (CEC) 

and to the appropriate bodies for further analysis. For example, some of the issues may be 

referred to the Curriculum Committee; others may be referred to the CEC, or to the College 

Faculty at large.  

 

(4) Employers: A survey instrument is electronically sent to employers who visit the campus to 

conduct interviews and requests that student interviewees be rated for various attributes, such 

as oral and written communication ability and technical knowledge, which are valued most in 

entry-level employees. The instrument also requests information from employers who hire 

College of Business graduates about preparation for an entry-level or otherwise qualification-

appropriate position. Like the other surveys, this activity will be conducted at least once every 

five years.  

 

When possible, the CoB will attempt to align survey efforts with relevant University bodies such 

as Career Services and the Office of Planning, Assessment, and Institutional Research to avoid 

duplication of efforts.  

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Associate Dean, MBA Program Coordinator, Assurance of Learning Committee 
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CHAPTER V 

FACULTY 
 

V. a:  College of Business: Statement on Faculty Sufficiency and Qualifications  
 

Introduction 

 

The Frostburg State University (FSU) College of Business (CoB) ensures that the faculty who provide 

instruction to our students are qualified to do so based on the standards established by The 

Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) as detailed in the “Eligibility Procedures 

and Accreditation Standards for Business Accreditation.” This document outlines the College’s 

definitions of Participating and Supporting Faculty as prescribed in Standard 5. In addition, we provide 

clarification regarding the qualification standards, engagement criteria, and workload requirements of 

faculty based on the AACSB faculty classification standards.  

Participating and Supporting Faculty 
 

The Participating Faculty of the College of Business shall consist of all persons appointed to a 

Department within the College of Business to a full-time position with the title of Professor, Associate 

Professor, Assistant Professor, or Lecturer. Unless otherwise stated, reference to the Faculty hereafter 

refers to the Participating Faculty. The Participating Faculty shall have legislative jurisdiction over broad 

policies and guidelines affecting the College of Business’ academic mission in regard to teaching, 

research, and service, including the definitions of purpose and objectives. 

Typically, Supporting Faculty members are Faculty who are hired on a contractual basis to teach a 

course or several courses over a fixed contract period. Supporting Faculty may attend general meetings 

of the faculty and may actively participate in the meetings. Normally, Supporting faculty members do 

not have deliberative or voting rights on faculty issues. They do not normally have membership on 

faculty committees, nor are they normally assigned responsibilities beyond their direct teaching 

function (that is, classroom and office hours). 

Faculty Sufficiency Indicators:* 

 

• Overall: P/(P+S) ≥ 75% 

• By disciplines, location, delivery mode, or program: P/(P+S) ≥ 60% 

*As per AACSB 2013 Standards, Standard 5 
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Documenting faculty qualification status requires the school to demonstrate faculty members are 

either: “Scholarly Academics,” “Practice Academics,” Scholarly Practitioners,” or “Instructional 

Practitioners.” Those individuals, who do not meet the criteria for these categories, will be classified as 

“Other.” 

Faculty Qualifications Indicators:* 

 

• Mínimum SA: (SA)/(SA + PA + SP + IP + O) ≥ 40% 

• Minimum SA + PA + SP: (SA + PA + SP )/(SA + PA + SP + IP + O) ≥ 60% 

• Minimum SA + PA + SP + IP: (SA + PA + SP + IP)/(SA + PA + SP + IP + O) ≥ 90% 

*As per AACSB 2013 Standards, Standard 15 

 

FSU College of Business Faculty Categories 
 

To ensure compliance with the AACSB standards and to ensure that our faculty are appropriately 

qualified to serve our student population, the College of Business employs the following faculty 

classification standards. Chart 1 summarizes this information which is explained in detail in the section 

that follows. 
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*Workload for academic & professional activities beyond those outlined here is granted at the 

discretion of the Dean via consultation with the Department Chairs. 

 

 
Faculty Classification Categories and Intellectual/Professional Engagement 

Expectations 
 

Scholarly 
Academics (SA) 

Practice 
Academics (PA) 

Scholarly 
Practitioners (SP) 

Instructional 
Practitioners 

(IP) 

Initial 
Academic 
Preparation 
and 
Professional 
Experience 

Earned Doctoral 

Degree or ABD 

with expected 

graduation/ 

completion 

within one year 

of hiring date 

 

Earned Doctoral 

Degree or ABD 

with expected 

graduation/ 

completion 

within one year 

of hiring date 

Earned Master’s 

Degree and 

Significant 

Professional 

Experience 

Earned 

Master’s 

Degree and 

Significant 

Professional 

Experience 

Sustained 
Engagement 
Activities 

In 5 years: 

a) 1 or more 

PRJ(s) earning a 

minimum of 6 

quality points 

 

 

 

and 

 

b) a minimum of 

2 Academic 

Scholarship 

Engagement 

Activities  

 

 

and 

(if applicable) 

 

within one year 

of hiring date: 

c) graduation/ 

completion of 

doctoral degree 

Annually:  

a) a minimum of 

1 Academic 

Scholarship or 

Practice 

Engagement 

Activity  

 

and 

  

b) a minimum of 

1 Professional 

Engagement 

Activity 

  

 

 

and 

(if applicable) 

 

within one year 

of hiring date:  

c) graduation/ 

completion of 

doctoral degree 

 

In 5 years: 

a) 1 or more 

PRJ(s) earning a 

minimum of 2 

quality points  

 

 

 

and 

  

Annually: 

b) a minimum of 

1 Academic 

Scholarship or 

Practice 

Engagement 

Activity  

Annually:  

a minimum of 1 

Academic 

Scholarship or 

Practice 

Engagement 

Activity  

 

or 

 

1 Professional 

Engagement 

Activity  

Workload* 3-3 3-4 or 4-4 3-3 OR 3-4 OR 4-4 4-4 
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NOTE: all publications and other scholarly activities must be undertaken with emphasis on quality and 

impact. 

To ensure compliance with the AACSB standards and to ensure that our faculty is appropriately 

qualified to serve our student population, the College of Business employs the following faculty 

classification standards. 

Scholarly Academics (SA) 
 

To be classified as a Scholarly Academic, faculty members must satisfy both the initial academic 

preparation criteria and the professional experience requirements over the previous five years. 

NOTE: Faculty members with ABD status for a maximum of one year prior to completion of their 

doctoral degree, or with a doctorate degree obtained within the previous five years are considered 

Scholarly Academics.  

 

Initial Academic Qualification: Scholarly Academic faculty are required to hold a doctorate in their 

primary teaching field. Faculty members holding a doctorate that is outside of their primary teaching 

field shall be considered to have met the initial academic preparation criteria for SA status provided 

they exhibit evidence of active involvement in the teaching area through activities such as authorship, 

participation in professional meetings, or related activities devoted to the teaching area. 

Professional Experience Requirements: 

Research Proficiency – Faculty publications are given a quality metric score based on the FDC’s ABC 

ranking system. Over the previous five years, Scholarly Academics must accumulate 6 “quality points” 

in peer-reviewed research articles in academic journals and two (2) academic engagement activities in 

5 years, all relevant to the mission of the FSU College of Business. (Acceptable academic journals 

include those included in the international and approved ranking systems the College uses to establish 

the ABC ranking. Normally, conference proceedings and non-peer-reviewed journals are not 

acceptable for this criterion).  

 

Academic Engagement Proficiency – broadens one’s engagement in the discipline and maintains 

currency in the field. Over the previous five years, Scholarly Academics must maintain active academic 

engagement as evidenced by the production of a minimum of two (2) academic engagement activities 

in 5 years such as: 

 

1. Peer-reviewed or invited conference presentation* 

2. Publication of a conference proceedings paper* 

3. Publication of an original article in an edited volume published by an academic press 

4. Publication or revision of a textbook 

5. Publication of an authored or edited volume published by an academic press 

6. Publication of original research in an open source, non-peer-reviewed, electronic journal 
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7. Publication of a business case study by an academic press 

8. Service as an editor, associate editor or editorial board member of an established academic 

journal or periodical 

9. Publication of a book review in an academic or practitioners’ journal 

10. Receipt of a peer-reviewed funded grant that demonstrates currency in your field 

11. Receipt or renewal of a discipline-relevant certification that enhances the classroom and/or 

research and demonstrates currency in your field 

12. Service as an officer for an academic association or scholarly organization 

13. Engagement in other scholarly activities that demonstrate currency in your field or 

discipline** 

 

* The same research paper cannot be counted twice 

** The same type of academic engagement activity cannot be counted twice 

 

NOTE: all publications and other scholarly activities must be undertaken with emphasis on quality and 

impact. 

Workload Standards for Scholarly Academics 
Scholarly Academic faculty members are placed on a 3-3 schedule in an Academic Year and must 

account annually for their release time productivity. 

Practice Academics (PA) 
 

To be classified as a Practice Academic, faculty members must satisfy both the initial academic 

preparation criteria and the professional experience requirements over the previous five years. 

Initial Academic Qualification: Practice Academic faculty members are required to hold a doctorate in 

their primary teaching field. Faculty members holding a doctorate that is outside of their primary 

teaching field shall be considered to have met the initial academic preparation criteria for PA status 

provided they exhibit evidence of active involvement in the teaching area through activities such as 

authorship, participation in professional meetings, or related activities devoted to the teaching area. 

Professional Experience Requirements: 

Research Proficiency – Over the previous five years, Practice Academics must produce a minimum of 

one (1) academic engagement activity annually and one (1) validating professional experience 

annually, all relevant to the mission of the FSU College of Business.  

Practice Academic Engagement Proficiency – Over the previous five years, Practice Academics must 

maintain active academic engagement as evidenced by the production of a minimum of one (1) 

academic engagement activity annually: 

 

1. Acceptance or publication of a peer-reviewed manuscript in a scholarly or practitioner-

oriented journal 
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2. Peer-reviewed or invited conference presentation 

3. Publication of a conference proceedings paper 

4. Publication of an original article in a non-peer-reviewed journal or periodical 

5. Publication of an original article in an edited volume  

6. Publication or revision of a textbook 

7. Publication of an authored or edited volume  

8. Publication of original research in an open source, non-peer-reviewed, electronic journal 

9. Publication of a business case study 

10. Service as an editor, associate editor or editorial board member of an established journal or 

periodical 

11. Publication of a book review in an academic or practitioners’ journal 

12. Receipt of a peer-reviewed funded grant that supports the FSU College of Business 

13. Renewal of a discipline-relevant certification that enhances the classroom and/or research 

and demonstrates professional competency 

14. Service as an officer for an association or organization in one’s profession 

15. Production of other practitioner-oriented scholarly work that demonstrates a high-level of 

professional confidence. 

 

NOTE: all publications and other practitioner scholarly activities must be undertaken with emphasis on 

quality and impact. 

Validating Professional Experience – A validating experience is an activity or accomplishment that is 

considered to add value to an independent third-party and is relevant to one’s area of expertise. 

Typically, the third-party has “purchased” the talent or expertise of a faculty member, either literally or 

by selecting the faculty member to perform a highly valued function. 

 

The rationale for a validating experience is that a faculty member possesses a certain degree of current 

knowledge, skill, or ability that is sought after by the business community or by others in academe. 

Examples of validating experiences for professional qualification include, but are not limited to, the 

following: 

 

1. Maintaining active, on-going consulting that involves ‘clients’ (ex. SBDC, VITA, Executive 

Education Seminars, member of a board of directors); consulting on an ad hoc basis is not 

sufficient to qualify here 

2. Authoring reports (from sponsored research) that are widely disseminated 

3. Publishing (and sustaining the publication of) a newsletter or sequence of reports 

4. Operating or owning a business that is a significant contributor to one’s annual income (not 

a hobby) 

5. Obtaining new (and appropriate) discipline-relevant certification 
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Workload Standards for Practice Academics 
Practice Academics will be placed on a 3-4 or 4-4 schedule.  

 

Scholarly Practitioners (SP) 
 

To be classified as a Scholarly Practitioner, faculty members must satisfy both the initial academic 

preparation and professional experience requirements over the previous five years. 

 

Initial Academic and Professional Preparation – Scholarly Practitioner faculty are required to hold at 

least a Master’s degree and significant professional experience prior to employment. 

 
Academic and Professional Preparation 
Faculty members holding Scholarly Practitioner status will have obtained a non-terminal graduate 

degree in business or their primary field of teaching. This is defined as having received a Master’s 

degree in a field related to the area of the teaching assignment and the demonstration of professional 

experience relevant to the teaching assignment, significant in duration and level of responsibility, and 

current at the time of hiring. 

 
Professional Experience Requirements: 
 
Research Proficiency – Over the previous five years, Scholarly Practitioners must attain a minimum of 2 

quality metric points in an academic journal and one (1) academic engagement activity in 5 years. 

Normally, conference proceedings and non-peer-reviewed journals are not acceptable for this 

criterion.) A textbook, with significant national or international distribution, may substitute for a 

journal article. 

 
Scholarly and Practitioner Academic Engagement Proficiency – broadens one’s engagement in the 

discipline and maintains currency in the field. Over the previous five years, Scholarly Practitioners must 

maintain active academic engagement as evidenced by the production of a minimum of one (1) 

academic engagement activities in 5 years such as: 

 

1. Enrollment and coursework in an accredited doctoral program 

2. Peer-reviewed or invited conference presentation (academic or practitioner conference)* 

3. Publication of a conference proceedings paper(academic or practitioner conference)* 

4. Publication of an original article in an edited volume  

5. Publication or revision of a textbook 

6. Publication of an authored or edited volume  

7. Publication of original research in an open source, non-peer-reviewed, electronic journal 

8. Publication of a business case study  

9. Service as an editor, associate editor or editorial board member of an established 

academic/practitioner-oriented journal or periodical 
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10. Publication of a book review in an academic or practitioners’ journal 

11. Receipt of a peer-reviewed funded grant that that supports the FSU College of Business 

12. Receipt or renewal of a discipline-relevant certification that enhances the classroom and/or 

research and demonstrates professional competency 

13. Service as an officer for an association or organization in one’s profession 

14. Production of other scholarly or practitioner-oriented activities that demonstrate currency or 

a high level of professional confidence** 

 

* The same research paper cannot be counted twice 

** The same type of academic engagement activity cannot be counted twice 

 

NOTE: all publications and other scholarly activities must be undertaken with emphasis on quality and 

impact. 

Workload Standards for Scholarly Practitioners 
Scholarly Practitioners will be placed on a 3-3, 3-4, or 4-4 schedule. 

  

Instructional Practitioners (IP)  
 

To be classified as an Instructional Practitioner, faculty members must satisfy both the initial academic 

preparation and professional experience requirements over the previous five years. 

 

Initial Academic and Professional Preparation – Instructional Practitioner faculty are required to hold 

at least a Master’s degree and significant professional experience prior to employment. 

 
Academic and Professional Preparation - Faculty members holding Instructional Practitioner status 

will have obtained a non-terminal graduate degree in business or their primary field of teaching. This is 

defined as having received a Master’s degree in a field related to the area of the teaching assignment 

and the demonstration of professional experience relevant to the teaching assignment, significant in 

duration and level of responsibility, and current at the time of hiring. 

 

Professional Experience Requirements: 

Research Proficiency – Over the previous five years, Instructional Practitioners will have maintained 

professional currency by completing two (2) activities during that 5 year period from either the 

practice academic engagement list and/or the validating professional experience list [lists below].  

Practice Academic Engagement Proficiency – Over the previous five years, Instructional Practitioners 

complete two (2) activities from either of the following two lists: 
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Academic Engagement Activities: 
 

1. Acceptance or publication of a peer-reviewed manuscript in a scholarly or practitioner-

oriented journal 

2. Peer-reviewed or invited conference presentation 

3. Publication of a conference proceedings paper 

4. Publication of an original article in a non-peer-reviewed journal or periodical 

5. Publication of an original article in an edited volume  

6. Publication or revision of a textbook 

7. Publication of an authored or edited volume  

8. Publication of original research in an open source, non-peer-reviewed, electronic journal 

9. Publication of a business case study 

10. Service as an editor, associate editor or editorial board member of an established journal or 

periodical 

11. Publication of a book review in an academic or practitioners’ journal 

12. Receipt of a peer-reviewed funded grant that supports the FSU College of Business 

13. Renewal of a discipline-relevant certification that enhances the classroom and/or research 

and demonstrates professional competency 

14. Service as an officer for an association or organization in one’s profession 

15. Production of other practitioner-oriented scholarly work that demonstrates a high-level of 

professional confidence. 

 

Validating Professional Experience Activities: 
 

1. Enrollment and coursework in an accredited doctoral program 

2. Maintaining active, on-going consulting that involves ‘clients’ (ex. SBDC, VITA, Executive 

Education Seminars, member of a board of directors); consulting on an ad hoc basis is not 

sufficient to qualify here 

3. Authoring reports (from sponsored research) that are widely disseminated 

4. Publishing (and sustaining the publication of) a newsletter or sequence of reports 

5. Operating or owning a business that is a significant contributor to one’s annual income (not 

a hobby) 

6. Obtaining new (and appropriate) discipline-relevant certification 

 

NOTE: all academic and professional activities must be undertaken with emphasis on quality and 

impact. 

 

Workload Standards for Instructional Practitioners 
Instructional Practitioners will be placed on a 4-4 schedule.  
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‘Other’ Status  
 

Documenting faculty qualification status requires the school to demonstrate faculty members are 

either: “Scholarly Academics,” “Practice Academics,” Scholarly Practitioners,” or “Instructional 

Practitioners.” Those individuals, who do not meet the criteria for these categories, will be classified as 

“Other.” These individuals must develop and pursue a professional development plan to achieve 

classification in one of the four categories (see ‘Implementation’ section). 

 

Workload Standards for ‘Other’ classification:  
Those classified as ‘Other’ will be placed on a 4-4 schedule and required to create a Professional 

Development Plan. 

 

Implementation of Faculty Categories – The appropriate qualification and engagement category for all 

FSU College of Business faculty members will be determined each spring semester. A determination of 

the appropriate category for each faculty member will be made by his or her department chair in 

consultation with the Dean’s Office. Annual performance reviews, current curriculum vitae, and other 

appropriate documentation provided by faculty members may be used in making a classification 

determination. Newly hired faculty members will be classified at the time of employment. Faculty 

category classification status and workload will be valid for the forthcoming academic year. 

 

Faculty Professional Development Plan – A Faculty Development Plan must be created then pursued 

by only those individuals classified as “Other.” Those classified as “Other” do not meet the criteria for 

one of the four categories (“Scholarly Academics,” “Practice Academics,” Scholarly Practitioners,” or 

“Instructional Practitioners”). A Faculty Development Plan for those individuals classified as “Other” 

must consist of actionable professional activity and research goals followed by proposed activities to 

meet each goal. The plan is to be approved by the individual’s department chair. NOTE: the goals must 

be Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, and Timely (S.M.A.R.T. goals). The desired end-result is 

to enhance professional development of the Faculty member and move that individual to one of the 

four classification categories. 

 

NOTE: all professional development plans must emphasize quality and impact. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring:  CEC, Faculty Development Committee 

 

 

V. c:  Graduate Teaching  

1. Faculty who meet CoB Standards of Qualifications for Scholarly Academics (SA), Scholarly 

Practitioners (SP), and Practice Academics (PA) are eligible to teach graduate level courses.  

2. Based on the College’s staffing needs, temporary teaching assignments may be requested by 

the Department Chair and approved by the Dean. 
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Responsibility for monitoring:  Dean, Department Chairs, MBA Program Coordinator 

 

 

V. d:  Faculty Evaluation and Continuous Improvement  
 

Description 
 

General Description: The purpose of this process is to ensure that assessment and evaluation 

of teaching, professional development, and service add value to the degrees offered by the 

College and provides a means for continuous improvement. This assessment process supports 

the overall mission of the College and is in consonance with its core values. 

 

Detailed Description: The College follows the required University procedures as stated in the 

FSU Faculty Handbook regarding faculty evaluation. Individual Departments design their own 

faculty evaluation mechanisms based on the University guidelines. As part of this process, the 

Departments have designed an Annual Faculty Self-Reporting Evaluation Document that 

includes pertinent information for the reference year. Information from this form is used by 

Departmental Evaluation Committees and/or Department Chairs as a basis for annual review of 

the faculty. The Department Chairs report these results to the individual faculty members and 

to the Dean. These reports are then used as the basis for effecting continuous improvement in 

the College’s standards for faculty qualifications and sufficiency.  

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Department Chairs, Department Evaluation Committees 

 

 

V. e:  Monitoring Currency of Faculty  
 

Description   

 
General Description:  The purpose of this policy is to ensure that the currency of faculty is 

monitored as part of the annual Faculty Self-Evaluation Report to foster continuous 

improvement. In addition, the Dean evaluates each Faculty member each year relative to the 

Annual Review and the individual’s progress towards promotion and/or tenure and, in the case 

of tenured Full Professors, the maintenance of academic credentials. 

 

Detailed Description:  This monitoring is incorporated into the annual Faculty Evaluation 

Report and is therefore a component of the overall evaluation of faculty. Currency is based on 

the quality of the faculty’s teaching, professional development, and service. 

 

As part of the annual review, faculty are given the opportunity to provide detailed information 

for each of the three major elements. For teaching, faculty provide items such as student 

evaluations, samples of projects, syllabi, handouts, exams, descriptions of teaching innovations, 
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new teaching preparations, and outside speakers used in class. For professional development, 

faculty list research accomplishments such as journals, proceedings, presentations, textbooks, 

chapters in books, and any other form of intellectual contribution that meets the College’s 

criteria. Service activities include contract research, consulting, training, committee 

membership, and professional organization membership and activities as well as other service 

to department, College, university, and/or community. 

 

During the annual review meeting between the department chair and faculty member, the 

results of the evaluation are discussed, and a mutual understanding reached about any 

improvements needed with regard to faculty currency. 

 

The Dean reviews all faculty evaluations and has the authority to provide a different evaluation. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Department Chairs, Department Evaluation Committees 

 

 

V. f:  Evaluating Research Productivity 
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure that research productivity is 

evaluated in several ways: (1) via the Annual Faculty Evaluation, (2) by the Dean annually, and 

(3) by the Faculty Development Committee. 

 

Detailed Description:   
 

1. Faculty are evaluated under the Annual Faculty Evaluation Process (see Faculty 

Evaluation Process). 

 

2. Separate from the annual Faculty Evaluation Report, the Dean evaluates each faculty 

member each year relative to the individual’s progress towards promotion and/or 

tenure and, in the case of tenured Full Professors, the maintenance of 

academic/professional credentials. Satisfactory progress is not possible without 

appropriate research productivity or maintenance of professional qualifications. As a 

result of this evaluation, a memorandum is prepared for each faculty member. This 

memo poses and answers at least one fundamental question. For untenured faculty, the 

question is “Are you making satisfactory progress towards tenure?” For anyone who is 

not a Full Professor, the relevant question is “Are you making satisfactory progress 

towards promotion to __________?”  For tenured Full Professors, the question is “Are 

you maintaining your academic or professional credentials?” In addition to answering 

the question, suggestions for improvement are provided. 
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3. Faculty have various alternative sources from the University and CoB to pursue and 

foster continuous improvement. 

 
Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Department Chairs, Faculty Development Committee, Department Evaluation 

Committees 

 

V. g:  Faculty Tenure and Promotion   
 

Description 
 

General Description: The purpose of this process is to make certain that proper procedures are 

followed when faculty members become eligible and apply for tenure and/or promotion (see 

the FSU Faculty Handbook for eligibility criteria). 

 

Detailed Descriptions:  The College follows the policies and procedures required in the FSU 

Faculty Handbook regarding the tenure/promotion process.  

 

Tenure Application Timelines (Subject to the Provisions of the University System Policy on 
Appointment, Rank, and Tenure of Faculty) 
 

RANK AT TIME OF 
INITIAL APPOINTMENT 

 

YEAR IN WHICH 
TO APPLY* 

 
Full Professor 3rd 

Associate Professor 3rd 

Assistant Professor 6th 

Instructor 6th 

 

Unless otherwise stipulated in the original letter of appointment, the general criteria for 

tenure/promotion as indicated in the FSU Faculty Handbook are: (1) teaching effectiveness, 

including student advising; (2) research, scholarship, and, in appropriate areas, creative 

activities; and (3) relevant service to the community, profession, and institution (see specific 

criteria for tenure in the FSU Faculty Handbook).  

 

College-specific requirement: To be considered for tenure/promotion, the College of Business 
Faculty member must meet the CoB Faculty Qualifications standards for classification in SA or 

SP, categories. 

 

Faculty members’ applications for tenure/promotion are reviewed and evaluated by two 

committees; University-wide Faculty Promotion and Tenure Subcommittee and the Department 

Tenure, Retention, Promotion, and Sabbatical (TRPS) Committee.  
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Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Department Chairs, Department Evaluation Committee (DEC), Tenure, 

Retention, Promotion, and Sabbatical Committee  

 

V. h:  Encouraging/Facilitating Teaching Excellence   
 

Description  
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to support and encourage teaching 

excellence which adds value to the programs offered by the College. This process relates to the 

overall mission of the College and its core values. 

 

Detailed Description:  This process includes a number of components.  

 

§ Assessing teaching and accessibility to students, and monitoring syllabi through the 

Annual Faculty Evaluation. 

 

§ Evaluating student performance through the Assurance of Learning Committee which 

gathers data on students’ performance, analyzes the data, and recommends actions for 

continuous improvement in student outcomes. 

 

§ Coordinating multi-section courses to maintain high standards in course content and 

delivery.  

 

§ Enhancing teaching quality through the Faculty Development Committee that establishes 

ways and means to recognize formally and informally evidence of innovative, creative, 

and highly effective teaching practices; seeking ways to promote quality teaching and 

research/study in pedagogy and related areas through the activities organized by the 

University Teaching Excellence Committee and the College’s Faculty Development 

Committee. 

 

§ Encouraging faculty development through the Faculty Development Committee and the 

Dean’s Office to create and maintain processes that determine faculty size, composition, 

qualifications, and development activities. 

 

 

Responsible for monitoring process:  Dean, Associate Dean, Department Chairs, Faculty Development Committee 
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V. i:  Accessibility of Faculty to Students  
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure that faculty members are 

accessible to students in the classroom and via other means such as office hours, email, and 

voice mail. 

Detailed Descriptions:  Faculty members are teachers, mentors, advisors, and facilitators to 

students both within and outside of the classroom. They provide learning assistance to students 

through various means of communication. 

 

College of Business faculty members establish and keep set office hours each semester. Based 

on University policy, faculty members are expected to schedule office hours and to keep those 

hours as scheduled. Office hours are to be scheduled at reasonable times, including evenings, 

as appropriate, for a minimum of five hours a week over at least four days of each week during 

the regular semester. However, this requirement may be adjusted by the Dean and Department 

Chairs based on departmental needs as well as the nature and level of the course, location, and 

teaching load. 

  

In addition, faculty members are expected to be available to students by appointment at other 

times outside their regularly announced office hours. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Department Chairs 

 

V. j:  Coordinating Multi-Section Courses   
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure that multi-section courses 

(courses with more than one section offered during a semester) are offered to meet student 

demand. To ensure consistency in course content and learning objectives, a high level of 

coordination between sections is required. This process relates to the overall mission of the 

College. 

  
 Detailed Description:  Department Chairs coordinate multi-section courses for their respective 

Departments. It is the responsibility of each Department Chair to ensure coordination between 

instructors for the highest level of consistency in course delivery, class rigor, and student 

experience across different sections. This coordination encompasses selecting a common 

textbook, offering courses at different times of day and distributed over different days of the 

week, discussing content to be covered, and having a uniform basic syllabus that can be 

modified by individual faculty members to achieve specified learning goals of the course.  
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Responsibility for monitoring process:  Department Chairs 

 

V. k:  College Of Business Faculty Workload 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to articulate how the faculty workload in 

the College of Business is implemented within the framework which supports our efforts to: 1) 

comply with the USM workload policy; 2) fulfill the CoB mission and strategic plan; and 3) meet 

our goal of continuous improvement in accordance with prevailing AACSB Accreditation 

Standards. 
 

Detailed Description:  The University’s stated full-time teaching load is eight classes per 

academic year. FSU’s workload policy provides the flexibility to adjust the normal teaching load 

for professional responsibilities such as publishing and research as long as teaching resources 

necessary to offer sufficient class seats meets reasonable student educational needs.  

 

To ensure compliance with the AACSB standards and in keeping with our commitment to fulfill 

the mission of the College, College of Business faculty’s workload will be determined based on 

their classification within one of the four categories of the College of Business Faculty 

Qualifications including Scholarly Academics (SA), Practice Academics (PA), Scholarly 

Practitioner (SP), or Instructional Practitioner (IP). Chart 1 on page 57 of this document 

summarizes the College of Business Faculty qualifications criteria for SA, SP, PA, and IP 

categories, and the corresponding Faculty workloads. 

 

Implementation of CoB Faculty Workload: The CoB Department Chairs will assign the teaching 

load for the faculty in their respective departments in accordance to individual faculty 

members’ classification in one of the aforementioned qualification-categories. 

 
The appropriate qualification and engagement category for College of Business faculty will be 

determined each spring semester after the FDC reports the rolling five-year publishing data 

prior to the award of faculty development funds. A determination of the appropriate category 

for each faculty member will be made by his or her department chair in consultation with the 

Dean’s Office and the publication data. Annual performance reviews, current curriculum vitae, 

faculty’s updated record in SEDONA, and other appropriate documentation provided by faculty 

members may be used in making a classification determination. Newly hired faculty members 

will be classified at the time of employment. Faculty category classification status and workload 

will be valid for the forthcoming academic year. 

 

As specified in the FSU Faculty Scheduled Workload Guidelines, Department Chairs are 

responsible for recommending assignment of workload units in January of each year for the 

following Fall semester and August for the following Spring semester. The Dean’s Office must 

approve the recommendations.  

 
Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Associate Dean, Department Chairs 
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V. l:  Maintaining High Academic Standards  
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure that students learn in a 

challenging and exciting learning environment. This is a major process for continuous 

improvement in teaching and learning. Even the best teachers can examine ways to improve 

and the brightest learners can be challenged. This process relates to the overall mission of FSU 

as a teaching institution. 

 

Detailed Description:   
 

Process Responsibility 
Recruit and select faculty members who meet CoB 

standards of qualifications  

Dean, Department Chairs, Department Search 

Committee Chairs 

Review syllabi for topical relevance, course 

content, course and AoL learning objectives, 

materials used, and work required of students  

Department Chairs, Curriculum Committee, 

Graduate Policy Committee, Assurance of 

Learning Committee 

 

Facilitate the adoption and sharing of teaching 

innovations  

Faculty Development Committee 

Facilitate and adopt innovative learning 

environments (field trips, internships, externships, 

guest speakers, etc.) 

Dean, Associate Dean, Department Chairs, 

Program Faculty  

Ensure appropriate class sizes and teaching loads  Dean, Associate Dean, Department Chairs  

Support recognition of student awards, 

scholarships, and honors  

Student & Alumni Committee 

Recommend and implement improvements as 

indicated by Assurance of Learning data (thus 

working toward “closing the loop”) 

Department Chairs, Assurance of Learning, 

Graduate Policy and Curriculum Committees,  

Program Faculty 

 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  SEE TABLE ABOVE 

 

V. m:  Encouraging and Facilitating Research/Publication  
 

Description  
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure encouragement and facilitation 

of one of the major components of the College of Business mission -- intellectual contributions.  
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Detailed Description:  Consistent with the mission of the University, College of Business is 

committed to developing faculty members who meet or exceed AACSB standards with regard 

to scholarship. College of Business supports and facilitates research and publishing efforts 

through a variety of means which are detailed below.  

 

The components of intellectual contributions are Discipline based Scholarship, Contribution to 

Practice, and Learning and Pedagogical Research. The following is an overview of the various 

ways in which intellectual contributions are encouraged and supported within the College.  

 

Faculty Research Reassigned Time Policy Statement: As Chairs begin the scheduling 

process for each new academic year, they will evaluate faculty credentials in terms of IC 

productivity. At the time of scheduling, teaching load assignments will occur based on 

the faculty members’ classification in one of the CoB Faculty Qualifications Categories 

(SA, PA, SP, or IP) as explained previously. 

 

Hiring Practices: College of Business focuses its faculty hiring practices on obtaining new 

faculty who have already established an Intellectual Contribution track record or who 

have demonstrated the potential for doing so. 

 

Faculty Job Description (Faculty Handbook): The “Faculty Role Model” clearly 

delineates what is expected from faculty, including performance in the research arena. 

These expectations are also included in the College’s standards for Faculty Qualifications 

and Sufficiency. 

 

Department Chair Mentoring: Department Chairs are expected to be aware of their 

faculty members’ professional activities, plans, and performance and stand ready to 

offer appropriate advice and counsel. This mentoring or coaching is particularly critical 

for new faculty and those faculty members who are not meeting the College’s 

expectations. New faculty members are assigned a faculty mentor by the Department 

Chair. 

 

Annual Faculty Evaluation: Each departmental ‘Self-Reporting Evaluation Document’ 

(SRED) is designed to document and evaluate faculty performance relative to the 

various mission components, including intellectual contributions. This annual evaluation 

is then utilized to determine the faculty member’s merit increments.  

 

Tenure and Promotion and Processes: Both tenure and promotion are based on an 

evaluation of the faculty member’s overall performance, including intellectual 

contributions. Without satisfactory performance in this area, neither tenure nor 

promotion is possible. Research and scholarly activities are explicitly indicated as parts 

of the criteria for tenure and promotion in the FSU Faculty Handbook. 

 

University Faculty Development Opportunities:  The University Faculty Development 

Committee gives internal grants to FSU faculty in the form of fund transfers to 
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departments or stipends to pay for workload units assigned to research. Faculty 

member submits proposals for a specific faculty development activity. The grants are 

competitive. Although not always focused exclusively on research, the development 

activity can certainly provide the skills need to improve research. 

 

Collaborative Research: Through workshops, brown bags, and forums organized by the 

College of Business Faculty Development Committee, faculty members are encouraged 

to participate in research and publication activities in collaboration with others within 

their own College as well as colleges outside the College of Business. Faculty 

collaborators then have an opportunity to present such works to their peers. 

 
Faculty Development Committee: The focus of the Faculty Development Committee is 

to seek ways to enhance the College’s quality and number of intellectual contributions 

and reward journal publications in support of the College’s mission.  

 
 
Responsibility for monitoring process:  College Executive Council, Faculty Development Committee 

 

 

V. n:  Faculty Development  
 
Description   

 

General Description: The purpose of this process is to facilitate the continuous improvement of 

the Faculty. Alternatives should be available, and funding should be in place to help keep - 

faculty members current in their fields and competent to apply new technological and 

pedagogical tools and techniques. 

 

 Detailed Description: Faculty are encouraged to engage in at least one formal Faculty 

development activity each year related to teaching/learning, research, or service. College of 

Business is committed to promoting and facilitating Faculty development through its Faculty 

Development Committee and various Faculty Forums. Campus offerings include seminars held 

regularly by the Center for Teaching Excellence and the Center for Instructional Technology. 

Funding for development activities is available through the University’s Faculty Development 

Committee, as well as University and College operating funds. Faculty are encouraged to seek 

external funding (e.g., through the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs) for Faculty 

development activities.  

 

Policy and Process: Intellectual Contributions - Peer Reviewed Journals 
 

I. Intellectual Contributions (PRJ) Policy: The Journal Ranking System 
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1. The journal ranking system that the CoB/FDC uses is based on SIX internationally recognized

ranking systems that are publicly available and in wide use at AACSB institutions. These lists all

have rankings assigned to journals. They are not mere lists of journals.

2. The lists are periodically updated by their sponsor organization. Note that when a faculty

member provides a letter of acceptance or a published journal article it will be entered into the

FSU database with the highest rank established by these six ranking systems/lists, at that time.

The FDC will not re-rank articles already in the database (neither raising nor lowering them

from the ranking established when the PRJ entered the database originally) but will only use

any new rankings going forward as new PRJs are added to the database.

3. The FDC will not create a master list of journals because of sheer size and ongoing updating of

these lists by their sponsors. All of these lists are publicly available so faculty can search to find

whether a journal is ranked and at what level.

4. The FDC will however maintain a database containing the five-year window of all publications

which have been used by faculty in the last five years.

5. The ranking lists are not always in agreement. Some are more exclusive than others. The FDC

has “harmonized” the six lists to create a ranking system that should fairly treat all disciplines

and give faculty members the highest opportunity to have their journal choices recognized as

well as have an outside set of credible criteria on which to base the classification of scholarly

effort for faculty. The highest rank, when lists are not in agreement, will be assigned to the

faculty publication.

6. The FSU CoB ranking system has four categories: ABCD. The rank in those six outside databases

and how they determine the FSU CoB rank are noted below.

Australian Business Deans Council (A+ and A = A, B = B, C = C)  

     http://www.abdc.edu.au/pages/abdc-journal-quality-list-2013.html  

Cabell’s (CCI of 80% or higher = A, CCI of 1-79% = B, journals in the database but without 

a CCI = C)  

     http://ssl2.cabells.com/  

Chartered Association of Business Schools (4*, 4 and 3 = A; 2 = B; 1 = C) 

     http://charteredabs.org/academic-journal-guide-2015/  

Harzing Journal Quality List (top two tiers = A, bottom two tiers = B) 

     http://www.harzing.com/download/jql_journal.pdf  

The Harzing list is actually a compilation of 17 other recognized lists. 

SCImago Journal Rank's (SJR) (Q1 = A, Q2 = B, Q3 or Q4 = C) 

     http://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php 

   RePEc-IDEAS (Q1 = A, Q2 = B, Q3 or Q4 = C) 

 https://ideas.repec.org/top/top.journals.all.htm 

7. Any non-listed PRJ (does not appear in any of these six lists with a rank) will receive an FSU CoB

rank of “D”.
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How the FDC Assigns “Quality Points” Using the Ranking System 
Quality Points assigned to journal rankings are designed to reflect the international ranking of journals 

and the time and effort required to get into those journals. The quality points assigned create a metric 

by which we can assign some form of faculty sufficiency in research beyond mere counting of 

publications. It is the opinion of the FDC that the “jump” from lower level journals to higher level 

journals is not linear and requires a higher level of journal “points” to reflect additional requirements 

of that journal rank. 

a. FDC “A” rank = 8 quality points 

b. FDC “B” rank = 5 quality points 

c. FDC “C” rank = 2 quality points 

d. FDC “D” rank = 1 quality point (note that beginning with Fall 2019 the “D” rank will move to 

0 points) 

 

Implementing Policy: Publication Incentives 
The CoB strategy is to have continuous improvement in terms of faculty participation in research 

publication. This entails increasing the number of faculty publishing, as well as increasing the 

composite metric that reflects the quality of those publications. There will be multiple tactics 

implemented to further this strategy. 

 

There is a Faculty Development Fund. One way faculty have access to this Fund is based on publication 

performance in a past period earning monetary awards for use in a future period. Faculty must be in 

the CoB for both periods with faculty/teaching responsibilities. Faculty who move to administration 

positions or leave the College will not be eligible for Fund awards. The award is used to further 

research and publishing efforts. The award is only given when it can impact future performance for 

continuing faculty. Most often the award is added to a base amount for conference travel designed to 

maintain faculty sufficiency through research and publication. 

 

The Faculty Development Fund and publication awards consists of an amount which is set annually by 

the Dean, subject to availability of such funding. From that pool co-authorship incentives will be 

distributed first. Each faculty member’s total quality points for the award period will then be used to 

establish a percentage share of the remaining pool.  

 

For any award period all faculty who have quality points will participate in the publication awards 

program and pool. There is no need to “apply” for awards as faculty members’ PRJ activity will 

automatically enter them in the awards pool. 

i. For the period beginning Fall 2018, journals ranked “D” (as not being on any of the 

ranking lists used) will be counted as 0.5 quality point for the basis of the publication 

award program. 

ii. For the award period beginning Fall 2019, journals ranked “D” (as not being on any of 

the ranking lists) will not be used in the publication award program.  
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Co-author incentive: 

Faculty with higher levels of publishing expertise will be given incentives to co-author with faculty still 

developing their research and publishing agendas. Faculty will be divided into quality point quartiles 

based on publication history for the purpose of this incentive. Co-authorship is expected to represent 

collegial research and shared efforts with contribution by each author. Author contribution by 

expertise area should be evident and may be required for the incentive (i.e. faculty are still expected to 

publish within their discipline to maintain sufficiency so it should be evident that co-authorship brings 

in this interdisciplinarity). Note also that authors can publish out of field once their minimum 

sufficiency publication efforts have been met. For the purpose of this co-author incentive only, co-

authors will be required to indicate in writing pointing to specific contributions in the publication made 

by each author. Any faculty member who publishes with another faculty member who resides in a 

quartile lower than that faculty member will receive incentives as follows: 

i. A faculty member in a higher quartile will receive the following incentive: 

Q1 as lead author publishing with a Q2 author: $200 

Q1 as lead author publishing with a Q3 author: $400  

Q1 as lead author publishing with a Q4 author: $600 

Q2 as lead author publishing with a Q3 author: $200 

Q2 as lead author publishing with a Q4 author: $400 

Q3 as lead author publishing with a Q4 author: $200  

ii. Any publication is expected to be in an A, B, or C tier journal. Non-listed (D) journals will not 

qualify. 

iii. Faculty research publication quartiles will be frozen annually using the calendar year due to 

data being kept on the basis of publication year (December 31). The data is kept by 5-year 

windows.  

iv. Faculty may earn multiple awards by publishing with more than one faculty member of a 

lower quartile if the co-authorship results in a different publication. Only one incentive 

award will be paid per publication. Multiple awards would require multiple publications. 

There are no additional rewards for publishing with multiple lower quartile authors on a 

single publication. Only the largest incentive award per publication will be paid. 

v. Only the single highest quartile faculty author will receive co-author incentive awards (e.g. if 

a Q1 published with a Q2 and a Q4 the Q1 receives $600 as an incentive but the Q2 author 

receives no additional incentive). 

vi. If two Q1 authors publish with lower level quartile authors, they will divide the highest 

single incentive equally and not both get the same awards (e.g. If two Q1 authors co-author 

with two Q3 authors the highest award is $400 which the two Q1s split.  

vii. Co-authorship incentives are paid out of the publication awards pool prior to it being 

distributed between all authors for the period. 

 

In-field publication: 
Faculty should be publishing “within field”. This does not mean that faculty cannot publish pedagogical 

or interdisciplinary research, but the minimum faculty sufficiency level of their research productivity 

should be “in field” to maintain faculty qualification in their discipline.  
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While the emphasis of the PRT and the College is on PRJs, there are examples of texts, monographs, 

chapters, and cases that may be forwarded to the FDC for discussion and inclusion in the awards 

program. This will be handled on a case by case basis with the general guidelines that there must be 

some peer review system in place and that mere re-issue of a new edition is not likely to qualify. Each 

author should make their case on an individual basis. 

Implementing Policy: Process 
The FDC maintains a PRJ database for the CoB. All faculty have access to this database. The database is 

updated whenever a new PRJ is provided. The database is made available for review at any time by 

CoB faculty. Note that the Dean’s Office will update Sedona for PRJs only, using the PRJ database. All 

other Sedona updates for intellectual contributions and service are the responsibility of faculty 

individually. 

 

The FDC maintains a hard copy file of PRJs for the CoB. A set of binders with hard copies of articles will 

be housed in the CoB Dean Office area. 

 

PRJs can be recognized for insertion into the database and binders based on letters of acceptance 

(LOA) for future publication, notifications of online availability (OL), or actual in-print publication (IP). 

Authors may submit PRJs at any one of these milestones within guidelines. 

 

The lead FSU author for each PRJ article is responsible for submitting the item to his/her Department 

Chair. The Chair, after consulting with appropriate discipline faculty within the department, will 

ascertain whether the article is in-field in the discipline, or not. A form will accompany each 

submission. Differences, if any, between faculty member and Chair, on whether the submitted article is 

in-field, will be arbitrated at the Dean’s Office. 

 

The Department Chair will submit the article to the FDC Chair for journal ranking. This form and a copy 

of the article (with copies for each FSU author) are then submitted to the Dean’s Office by the FDC 

Chair for entry into the database and binders. Letters of acceptance (LOA) or copies of journal covers 

and tables of contents, or any pertinent evidence of publication must include the journal name and 

have attached a submitted copy of the intended article showing the title and author’s names. 

Notifications of online “publication”, or actual in print publication copies must have journal name, 

year, volume, issue, page numbers, article title, and all authors clearly noted. At times the volume, 

issue, or page information might not be available yet for online availability, or might change when 

actually in print. PRJs that are missing any of the above items will be noted as highlighted missing 

information in the database and it is the lead FSU author’s responsibility to update the database or 

binders as information becomes available.  

 

Authors have the option of providing letters of acceptance as soon as they are received, providing 

proof that the article was “published” online, or waiting until the article is actually in print. This gives 

faculty the opportunity to “manage” when the article is entered into the award program as well as 

“manage” their five-year window to determine their faculty sufficiency (number of articles at various 

rankings that might appear in that five-year window and whether they are “in field” or “interest 

publishing”). As soon as the material is submitted it will enter the database, be placed in the binders, 
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will automatically enter the authors in the publication award program, and be counted in the 

appropriate five-year window. There are two date fields in the database: the submission for award and 

placement in the 5-year window AND the actual citation date for the article. To “manage” your access 

to publication awards and inclusion in your 5-year window faculty must decide when to submit articles 

to the database. Faculty have up to two years to include publications in the database. Articles more 

than two calendar years old will not be eligible for awards and will have their actual publication date 

determine their five-year window. 

 

The database and hardcopy binders will contain the five-year publication window that we report to 

AACSB. Earlier years will drop off as current years are complete. In practice there will be 5 plus years in 

any database until it is archived. For example, the 2013-2018 database and binders will have all of 

2013-2017 publications (5 years) while 2018 is being completed. At the end of 2018 (whether authors 

have turned in all 2018 publications or not) the 5-year window 2013-2017 will be archived, 2013 data 

will be removed, and the new 5-year window database extended to begin collecting 2019 data. This 

process of dropping out the oldest year beyond five is intended to occur every January.  

 

The database will be used for an automatic entry/application into the Faculty Development Fund 

awards program without the need for any supplemental application material. Awards are based on the 

previous award period’s efforts of CoB faculty. Record keeping for eligible publication awards 

commences when the author is in the full time employ of FSU. Awards are anticipated to be 

announced before the end of the fiscal year. This is to give faculty the maximum amount of time to 

plan their use of awards in the next fiscal period. 

 

The database will be available within the CoB for use by the Dean’s Office, Departments, Committees, 

and the faculty at large for publication planning, evaluation, and to review its accuracy by the faculty. 

The database may be used by the College, Departments, or Committees charged with other faculty 

related decisions. 

 

Which Faculty Appear in the Database/Binders and When? 
1. Faculty enter the database when they are employed by the CoB with a faculty rank.  

2. Faculty leave the publication award process when they are no longer faculty members in the 

CoB, such as retiring, leaving the employ of FSU, or if they move to a non-faculty position such 

as administration. 

3. The database will continue to reflect all faculty who were members of the CoB in a particular 

year. Faculty leaving the faculty ranks of CoB will not be expunged from the database history 

because that history reflects the CoB PRJ effort in the year in question. Faculty members only 

drop out of the database when the five-year window moves beyond a year in which they were 

still faculty of the CoB. 

4. The only exception to this is when a new faculty member is hired they will have their entire 

five-year history entered into the database to reflect their historical PRJ contribution. This is 

done for multiple reasons: it shows the combined qualifications and intellectual capital of 

faculty at the institution, will be used to determine research related course releases (workload), 
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and will be used to determine any incentives designed to support publication or co-authorship. 

The publication award incentives will use only those items in the current award period 

reflecting publication since becoming a faculty member of the CoB. 

 

Faculty Publication Performance and How it Affects Faculty Classification and Workload: 
Research releases are provided to result in faculty generation of quality publications. When faculty 

receive research releases from teaching load they are expected, over time, to produce publications. 

When the typical 4-4 load is reduced to 3-3 that essentially means that faculty are being paid one 

quarter of their annual compensation to do research and publication.  

 

Future teaching load will be dependent on publication quality metrics and will be revised to be 

consistent with and reflect this policy in the Faculty Categories SA, PA, SP, or IP. See charts below. 

 

Department Chairs should review quality point metrics and teaching load expectations prior to 

programing the upcoming semesters’ teaching assignments in PAWS. The quality point database will be 

constantly updated so Department Chairs can make any changes for upcoming semesters. Dean’s 

approval will be required to change a teaching load once established. 

1. Teaching load requirements of quality points will be under review periodically to establish 

continuous improvement. 

2. In Fall 2018 only 50% of quality points from “D” journals will be counted in the total. In Fall 

2019 and beyond “D” journals will not be counted in the total.  

3.  

 

4. Graduate level teaching assignments will be based on faculty research and publication 

sufficiency. Publication quality is correlated to teaching load. Faculty assigned to graduate 

level teaching will generally need to fall within the grouping that reflects a 3-3 teaching 

load.  

5. Faculty below this level will not be assigned to graduate-level teaching except in 

circumstances where expertise, need, or the allowance made by AACSB for faculty variance 

allows those teaching assignments to be made. 

6. Teaching assignments will be based on discipline expertise. If a faculty member is assigned 

or requested to teach at the graduate level, that faculty member must accept the 

assignment to receive the research release (i.e. If a faculty member is eligible for a reduced 

teaching load based on their publication record they can only receive this reduced teaching 

load if they accept a graduate teaching assignment when and if requested.)  

 

Publication performance will obviously be of concern in other areas where faculty sufficiency is taken 

into consideration. Policy decisions will have to be addressed. Those areas will likely include faculty 
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evaluations, promotion, tenure, and sabbatical decisions. The FDC recommends that the CEC and 

Departments discuss various ideas that might include some harmonization across departments 

regarding these areas. Policy ramifications should be considered. Timelines for implementation, 

whether full or partially over time, should be considered. While there are unique aspects to every 

department there is also a consideration for equity across faculty so faculty in one department don’t 

have a different set of requirements than those in another department. 
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*Based on a rolling, 5-year record of in-field publishing as determined by the Department Chair, in 

consultation with departmental faculty experts in the discipline.  

 
 

 
Faculty Classification Categories and Intellectual/Professional Engagement 

Expectations 
 

Scholarly 
Academics (SA) 

Practice 
Academics (PA) 

Scholarly 
Practitioners (SP) 

Instructional 
Practitioners 

(IP) 

Initial 
Academic 
Preparation 
and 
Professional 
Experience 

Earned Doctoral 

Degree or ABD 

with expected 

graduation/ 

completion 

within one year 

of hiring date 

 

Earned Doctoral 

Degree or ABD 

with expected 

graduation/ 

completion 

within one year 

of hiring date 

Earned Master’s 

Degree and 

Significant 

Professional 

Experience 

Earned 

Master’s 

Degree and 

Significant 

Professional 

Experience 

Sustained 
Engagement 
Activities 

In 5 years: 

a) 1 or more 

PRJ(s) earning a 

minimum of 6 

quality points 

 

 

 

and 

 

b) a minimum of 

2 Academic 

Scholarship 

Engagement 

Activities  

 

 

and 

(if applicable) 

 

within one year 

of hiring date: 

c) graduation/ 

completion of 

doctoral degree 

Annually:  

a) a minimum of 

1 Academic 

Scholarship or 

Practice 

Engagement 

Activity  

 

and 

  

b) a minimum of 

1 Professional 

Engagement 

Activity 

  

 

 

and 

(if applicable) 

 

within one year 

of hiring date:  

c) graduation/ 

completion of 

doctoral degree 

 

In 5 years: 

a) 1 or more 

PRJ(s) earning a 

minimum of 2 

quality points  

 

 

 

and 

  

Annually: 

b) a minimum of 

1 Academic 

Scholarship or 

Practice 

Engagement 

Activity  

Annually:  

a minimum of 1 

Academic 

Scholarship or 

Practice 

Engagement 

Activity  

 

or 

 

1 Professional 

Engagement 

Activity  

Workload* 3-3 3-4 or 4-4 3-3 OR 3-4 OR 4-4 4-4 
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Academic Scholarship Engagement Activities 
 
1.  Make a peer-reviewed or invited Academic/Professional Meeting presentation*  

2.  Publish an Academic/Professional Meeting proceedings paper*  

3.  Publish an original article or chapter in an edited volume published by an academic press  

4.  Publish or revise a textbook  

5.  Publish an authored or edited volume published by an academic press  

6.  Publish original research in a non-peer-reviewed journal  

7.  Publish a business case study in an outlet published by an academic press 

8.  Serve as an editor, associate editor, or editorial board member of an established academic journal 

or other business publication   

9.  Publish a book review in an academic or practitioners’ journal  

10. Receive a peer-reviewed funded grant that demonstrates currency in one’s field  

11. Receive or renew a discipline-relevant certification that enhances the classroom and/or research 

and demonstrates currency in one’s field  

12. Serve as an officer for a recognized academic society or association 

13. Engage in other scholarly activities that demonstrate currency in one’s field or discipline**  

14. Receive a competitive research award 

15. Be awarded academic fellow status 

16, Publish other teaching materials (requires FDC review) 

 

* The same research paper cannot be counted twice  

** The same type of academic scholarship engagement activity cannot be counted twice  

 

NOTE: All publications and other academic scholarship engagement activities must be undertaken with 

emphasis on quality and impact. 

 
 

Academic Practice Engagement Activities 
 

 

1.  Enroll in and take coursework in an accredited doctoral program  

2.  Publish or receive acceptance of an original peer-reviewed manuscript in a scholarly or 

practitioner-oriented journal  

3.  Make a peer-reviewed or invited Academic/Professional Meeting presentation*  

4.  Publish an Academic/Professional Meeting conference proceedings paper*  

5.  Publish an original article in a non-peer-reviewed journal or periodical  

6.  Publish an original article or chapter in an edited volume  

7.  Publish or revise a textbook  

8.  Publish an authored or edited volume  

9.  Publish a business case study  

10. Serve as an editor, associate editor or editorial board member of an established journal or other 

business publication  

11. Publish a book review in an academic or practitioners’ journal  
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12. Receive a peer-reviewed funded grant that supports the FSU College of Business  

13. Receive or renew a discipline-relevant certification that enhances the classroom and/or research 

and demonstrates professional competency in one’s field  

14. Serve as an officer for an association or organization in one’s profession  

15. Engage in other practitioner-oriented scholarly activities that demonstrates a high-level of 

professional competency in one’s field or discipline**  

16. Receive a competitive research award 

17. Be awarded academic fellow status 

18. Publish other teaching materials (requires FDC review) 

 

* The same paper cannot be counted twice  

** The same type of academic practice engagement activity cannot be counted twice  

 

NOTE: All publications and other academic practice engagement activities must be undertaken with 

emphasis on quality and impact. 

 
Professional Engagement Activities 

 
1.  Maintain active, on-going consulting activities that are material in terms of time and substance and 

that involve “clients” (e.g., SBDC, VITA, Executive Education Seminars, member of a board of 

directors); consulting on an ad hoc basis is not sufficient to qualify here  

2.  Author reports (from sponsored research) that are widely disseminated  

3.  Publish (and sustain the publication of) a newsletter or sequence of reports  

4.  Operate or own a business that is a significant contributor to one’s annual income (not a hobby)  

5.  Obtain new (and appropriate) discipline-relevant certification  

6. Complete a faculty internship  

7.  Develop and present executive education programs  

8.  Sustain professional work supporting qualified or IP status  

9.  Significantly participate in business professional associations and societies  

10. Engage in relevant and active service on boards of directors  

11. Document continuing professional education experiences 

12. Participate in professional events that focus on the practice of business, management, and related 

issues  

13. Participate in other activities that place faculty in direct contact with business or other 

organizational leaders  

 

NOTE: All professional engagement activities must be undertaken with emphasis on quality and 

impact. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, College Executive Council, Faculty Development Committee. 
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V. o:  Professional Development Reimbursements 
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to delineate the reimbursement process 

for professional development expenditures to full-time faculty and staff. This process is 

consistent with University travel policies and procedures. 

 

Detailed Description:  All members must familiarize themselves thoroughly with University 

policies for travel that are posted on the University’s Accounts Payable web site. Depending on 

faculty status, qualifications, and productivity, differing levels of reimbursement for 

professional development expenses may apply.  

 

The table below provides information on the appropriate forms required for reimbursement:   

 

 
FORM NAME 

 
Instructional  and 

other business-
related travel 

 
Professional Development 

(presentations, conferences) 

Request for Travel NO (except for out 

of state) 

YES  

Expense Form YES YES 

For and Against Form NO NO 

Request for Advance  
 

NO YES  

(Optional) 

 

All forms with original signature, receipts, and conference agenda must be submitted to the 

Department Chair and then the Dean.  

 

In an attempt to maintain the fiscal capability of the College, the following reimbursement 

policies will apply:  

 

1. Receipts are ordinarily not required for reimbursement of meals during domestic travel for 

up to University-set limits.  

2. Receipts are required for reimbursement for meals during international travel up to the 

amount allowed by State Department. Otherwise, meal reimbursement will be at the 

standard domestic per diem rates.  

3. In making travel arrangements, members should seek the most logical, economical, and 

direct routes/fares. Travel arrangements must be reasonable and appropriate. Unnecessary 

expenses that are NOT reimbursable include travel insurance, early boarding fees, excessive 

baggage fees (overweight or more than one checked bag).  
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4. Reimbursement for all meals, accommodation, necessary transportation, and incidental 

expenses may occur for a maximum of one day both prior to and following the conference 

or professional development event, subject to University-stipulated limits.  

5. If no state vehicle is available, a screen print from the vehicle reservation system (or the 

travel car log for USMH) must be attached to expense forms.  

6. When traveling with family or a significant other not affiliated with FSU, careful records 

must be maintained in order to separate these expenses to permit accurate and 

appropriate reimbursement only for the faculty/staff member. Only those expenses 

determined reasonable and appropriate to have been incurred by the member will be 

authorized for reimbursement.  

7. Per University policy, all expense forms must be submitted within 60 days following travel. 

Beyond such time limit, reimbursement cannot be guaranteed and will be subject to 

availability of funding. (If travel advances were received, expense forms must be submitted 

within 7 days following travel).  

 
Exceptions to the above policies could apply for Summer School teaching. All travel and 

associated expenses are borne by academic departments from the Summer School budget. 

 
Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Department Chairs 

 

V. p:  Sabbaticals  
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to assist faculty applicants for sabbatical 

leave to prepare solid, focused applications that stand a good chance of being approved at both 

College of Business and University levels. Sabbatical applications emanating from College of 

Business will be competitively compared with those of faculty from other colleges.  

 
Detailed Description:  Applications must be complete and professional in format and 

appearance.  

          

CV:  Before submission of documents, faculty should ensure their vita is complete and up-to-

date in Sedona.  

 
Coordination:  Applicants should consult with Department Chairs prior to submitting a letter of 

intent to the Provost and Dean so that the timing of requests may be coordinated. Staffing 

problems and/or institutional budgetary constraints may prohibit the Dean from supporting too 

many applications for a single semester from a single program. The Department Chair and Dean 

may request that the timing of the sabbatical be changed (e.g., move from fall to spring) to 

allow the maximum number of applications to be supported. 
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Priorities in Approving Sabbatical Applications: College of Business considers how the 

proposed sabbatical leave benefits one’s teaching competence, the production of intellectual 

contributions, particularly published work, at discipline-relevant peer reviewed journals, and 

how the leave results in broad benefits to the College of Business and the University.  

Sabbaticals are not an automatic right granted to faculty every seven years. A sabbatical is a 

privilege intended to allow a faculty member to pursue a specific, substantial project that 

requires the time granted by a sabbatical. Applicants must be in good standing according to 

teaching, IC productivity, service, and commitment to the College of Business Core Values. 

 

University Guidelines, Requirements: See the FSU Faculty Handbook for sabbatical processes 

and procedures.  

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Department Chairs 

 

 

V. q:  Faculty Planning  
 

Description 
 

General Description:   The purpose of this process is to ensure that the College maintains a 

sound planning process regarding the need for part time (adjunct) faculty. 

 

Detailed Description:  This process begins with a “needs analysis” conducted by the 

Department Chairs. Each Department Chair projects the department’s teaching needs for the 

coming year. These needs are then matched with the available faculty. Any short-term shortage 

is discussed with the Dean for allocating funds to hire adjunct faculty.  

 

Long-term needs are formulated into requests for full-time faculty, which are submitted to the 

Dean. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Associate Dean, and Department Chairs 

 

V. r:  Faculty Recruiting  
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process for faculty recruitment is to guide College of 

Business to the most qualified faculty members possible. Recruitment is a transparent, fair, and 

consistent process which leads to a diverse, highly qualified faculty who are committed to FSU 

and its students. 
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Detailed Description:  Faculty recruitment is a process led by a Faculty Search Committee in the 

relevant Department. The Faculty Search Committee follows the procedures outlined in the 

Office of Human Resources’ (OHR) Search Committee Guide which is available online and in 

printed form. Compliance with this Guide ensures compliance with FSU and USM policies and 

state and federal laws. When possible, representatives of the Search Committee and/or the 

Department Chair interview prospective candidates at national or regional academic meetings. 

Candidates who are brought to campus are expected to give a presentation on a topic relevant 

to the discipline for which they are being considered. All College of Business faculty members 

are invited to attend this presentation in addition to the Search Committee and Dean. Only the 

University President may make official offers to candidates based on the recommendations of 

the Faculty Search Committee after approval of terms by the Department Chair, Dean, and 

Provost. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Department Chairs 

 

V. s:  Cultural Diversity  
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure the encouragement and 

maintenance of cultural diversity in the College of Business.  

 

Detailed Description:  Education is a broad concept that should encompass the whole human 

experience. College of Business values human diversity because it enriches us all as individuals. 

Valuing and promoting diversity is important both as an idea and a practice. Cultural diversity is 

a major component of the College’s fabric and will be maintained and encouraged. 

 

The University’s policy on diversity is as follows:  

“Frostburg State University affirms its commitment to a campus environment which values 

human diversity and respects individuals who represent that diversity. Fostering diversity and 

respect for difference is a fundamental goal of higher education, ranking among the highest 

priorities of this institution. 

In this spirit, Frostburg State University is committed to a policy of equal opportunity and to the 

elimination of discrimination in both education and employment on the basis of race, color, 

national origin, ethnic background, gender, sexual orientation, age, genetic information, creed, 

political or religious opinion or affiliation, disability, veteran’s status or marital status, in 

conformity with all pertinent Federal and State laws on non-discrimination and equal 

opportunity.”  

College of Business affirms this policy wholeheartedly and seeks to implement it in both letter 

and spirit by encouraging diversity in its students, faculty, and staff reflective of the diversity of 
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the University as a whole. College of Business monitors and promotes, to the maximum extent 

possible, diversity within its faculty, staff, and students. 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  College Executive Council. 

 

V. t:  New Faculty Orientation 
 

Description 
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to provide an orientation session for new 

faculty members in the College of Business. 

 

Detailed Description:  Once each year, usually early in the fall semester, two orientation 

sessions are held for new faculty members (both tenure and non-tenure tracks), one by the 

College and one by the University. The session held by the College is coordinated by the Dean 

and the College Executive Council (CEC) and deals with matters such as administrative 

organization, College of Business Core Values, promotion and tenure issues, faculty 

development, annual faculty evaluations, College procedures, and expectations. The 

University’s session is coordinated by the Provost’s Office and deals with employee benefits, 

organization of the University, and other employment conditions and privileges. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Department Chairs 

 

V. u:  Faculty Mentoring    
 

Description 

 
General Description: The purpose of this process is to support the College’s mission to provide 

the highest quality of teaching and research to its students and the academic community. 

 
Detailed Description: Process components include the following: 

  

 College of Business’ Associate Dean and Department Chairs are available to address questions 

from new faculty. Further, the College employs a formal mentoring process in which 

Department Chairs assign experienced faculty members to serve as mentors to new faculty for 

one year. These faculty mentors advise new faculty members regarding such areas as teaching, 

advising, professional development, general University procedures, and logistics for that first 

year.   

 

 Mentoring assignments are available for existing faculty in need of assistance in achieving a 

high level of teaching and research excellence. College of Business provides periodic forums as 

a vehicle for interested faculty members to discuss proposed and current research 

topics/papers with their peers and ask questions about the research process. 
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Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Associate Dean, Department Chairs 

 

V. v:  Department Chair Evaluation by Faculty 

 
Description 

 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to ensure that faculty members have an 

opportunity to evaluate their Department Chairs annually. 

 

Detailed Description:  The University administers the evaluation instrument. The Dean shares 

the results of the evaluation with the Department Chairs. The results are used by the Dean to 

assist the Chairs and Departments in program improvement. 

 

Individual responsible for monitoring process:  Dean 

 

V. w:  Encouraging and Facilitating Student Research/Publication  
 

Description  
 

General Description:  The purpose of this process is to encourage and facilitate one of the 

major components of the College of Business mission:  promoting the intellectual and 

professional development of business students. 

 

Detailed Description:  Consistent with the mission of the University, the College of Business is 

committed to supporting the intellectual and professional development of business students 

through research opportunities. To this end, College of Business supports and facilitates 

research and publishing efforts in two ways which are detailed below.  

I. Faculty-Student Research:  
 

College of Business faculty members are encouraged to collaborate with students on research both 

inside and outside the classroom. Faculty are encouraged to mentor students to prepare and submit 

research to academic conferences for publication and/or presentation.  

II. Support for Students  
 

Total allocation will be determined by the CEC based on the College of Business operating budget 
and FSU Foundation accounts and announced by the Dean annually.  
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College of Business students will be eligible for expense reimbursement up to a certain amount per 

person as determined by the CEC to support student requests for travel funding when presenting their 

research papers at an academic conference. The funds can also be used to cover any 

publication/processing fee for inclusion of students’ research papers in a refereed journal. The funds 

will be distributed by the Dean on a first- come, first-served basis. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  College Executive Council 

 

V. x:  Staff Development  
 

Description 
 

General Description:   The purpose of this process is to ensure that College of Business 

encourages the staff to participate in development and training to enable members to improve 

knowledge and skills and to enhance their career and quality of work life. 

 

Detailed Description:  Relevant training may occur on or off campus, including online training, 

and should be related to development of job-related knowledge and skills. Staff must include at 

least one development goal in discussion with their supervisor when setting annual 

Performance Management Process (PMP) goals. Supervisors should encourage and support 

staff development as a necessary means for continuous improvement. 

 

Responsibility for monitoring process:  Dean, Associate Dean, Department Chairs, Staff Development Committee 
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CHAPTER V 

 

APPENDICES 

Appendix A 
 

CoB Committee Membership  
and Rotation       
        
    2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

CEC Dean Singh Singh Singh Singh Singh Singh 

  

Associate 

Dean Sigerstad Sigerstad Sigerstad Sigerstad Sigerstad Sigerstad 

  ACCT Shaffer Shaffer Shaffer Shaffer Shaffer Shaffer 

  ECON Kiriazis Kiriazis Kiriazis Kiriazis Kiriazis Kiriazis 

  MGMT Monahan Monahan Monahan Monahan Monahan Monahan 

  MKTG/FINA Gaumer Gaumer Gaumer Gaumer Gaumer Gaumer 

depends on agenda 
items 

MBA 

Coordinator Youssef Youssef Youssef Youssef Youssef Youssef 

  Dean's Office Utley-Bernhardt Utley-Bernhardt Utley-Bernhardt Utley-Bernhardt Utley-Bernhardt 

Utley-

Bernhardt 

        
        
FDC  2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

 Chair Sigerstad voted in     

 ACCT Venezia Al-Wreikat Al-Wreikat NEW STAY  

 ECON Kucher Kucher NEW STAY NEW STAY 

 MGMT Chory Chory NEW STAY NEW STAY 

 MKTG Ye 

eliminate dual department 

membership    

 MKTG/FINA Ashraf Ashraf NEW STAY NEW STAY 
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Note: Two of existing members should be staying for the next academic year and then two potentially replaced to 

establish a rotation.  

 Ex officio Assoc Dean or Department Chair      

  empty Assoc Dean ACCT ECON MGMT MKTG/FINA 

        
        
Curriculum   2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

  Chair Dean Schrader Schrader VC VC   

  Vice Chair   voted in voted in       

    

Vice Chair recruited from committee members for a 2-

year term.         

  ACCT Schrader/Tilley Schrader NEW STAY NEW STAY 

  ECON Neral/Rossi/Kiriazis Rossi NEW STAY NEW STAY 

  MGMT Rahman/Wassell McClellan McClellan NEW STAY   

  MKTG/FINA   Shin Shin NEW STAY   

  Ex officio Assoc Dean or Department Chair ACCT ECON MGMT MKTG/FINA Assoc Dean 

  Ex officio AoL Coordinator Dean Dean Dean Dean Dean 

  Ex officio Advising Center Shockey Shockey Shockey Shockey Shockey 

  Student empty student 

see notes under AoL for student 

members     

  Student empty student         

  
For student positions a multiple year term is desirable; Chair recruits 

student members    

  
GAs are often good choices…particularly if they have been through the CoB undergraduate 

program   

  
Undergrad member should be a senior in coming year or an excellent 

Junior candidate    
        
        
AoL  2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

 Chair: AoL Coordinator Dean Dean Dean Dean Dean 

 ACCT Bandura Bandura NEW STAY   
 ECON Kucher open NEW STAY   
 MGMT Kentrus Rahman Rahman NEW STAY  
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 MKTG/FINA Shin Dean Dean NEW STAY  

 Student 

For student positions a multiple year term is desirable; Chair recruits 

student members    

  
GAs are often good choices…particularly if they have been through the CoB undergraduate 

program   

  
Undergrad member should be a senior in coming year or an excellent 

Junior candidate    

  Empty student     

 Ex officio Assoc Dean or Department Chair ECON MGMT MKTG/FINA Assoc Dean ACCT 

        
        
Grad Policy   2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

  Members will have teaching responsibilities in the graduate program         

  Chair MBA Coordinator Youssef Youssef Youssef Youssef Youssef 

  ACCT Bao Venezia Venezia NEW STAY   

  ECON Anderson Anderson NEW STAY NEW STAY 

  MGMT Chory/Levitt Levitt NEW STAY NEW STAY 

  MKTG/FINA Youssef Youssef Youssef Youssef Youssef Youssef 

  Ex officio Assoc Dean or Department Chair MGMT MKTG/FINA Assoc Dean ACCT ECON 

  Director of Graduate Admissions: Non-Voting Mazer Mazer Mazer Mazer Mazer 

  Student MBA GA Ternent         

        
        
Student & Alumni  2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

 Chair Huh voted in     

 ACCT Butler Bradley Bradley NEW STAY  

 ECON Nabar-Bhaduri/Stair Stair NEW STAY     

 MGMT Ardjmand/McClellan/Shore/Huh Huh NEW STAY 

need one more to stay for 

rotation 

 MKTG/FINA Ye Ye NEW STAY     

 

Advising 

Office Shockey Shockey Shockey Shockey   

 Ex Officio Assoc Dean or Department Chair MKTG/FINA Assoc Dean ACCT ECON MGMT 
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 Student UG Empty student     

 Student Grad Empty student     
        
        

Strategic Planning 

This committee will be activated one year in front of next strategic 

planning cycle         

    2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

  Chair (Dean) Singh           

  

Associate 

Dean empty           

  

MBA 

Coordinator Bao           

  ACCT Shaffer           

  ECON Kiriazis           

  MGMT Monahan           

  MKTG/FINA Gaumer           

  Hagerstown Mattare           

  

Faculty At 

Large McCoskey           

  

Faculty At 

Large Shah           

  

Faculty At 

Large Shin           

  Dean's Office Utley-Bernhardt           

        
        
Staff Development  2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

 Chair Utley-Bernhardt Utley-Bernhardt Utley-Bernhardt Utley-Bernhardt Utley-Bernhardt 

Utley-

Bernhardt 

  Broadwater Broadwater Broadwater Broadwater Broadwater Broadwater 

  Fuller Fuller Fuller Fuller Fuller Fuller 

  Preston Preston Preston Preston Preston Preston 

  Shockey Shockey Shockey Shockey Shockey Shockey 

  Shillingburg Shillingburg Shillingburg Shillingburg Shillingburg Shillingburg 
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College of Business Meeting Schedule 
 

CoB Committee Meeting Times           
             

 
Note: The basic calendar is from the Faculty Handbook page 

C-74.          

 
It sets in place standard university committee meeting times throughout the 

month.         

 
The CoB has no one teaching on Tuesday or Thursday afternoons past 3:15 so 

we have 8 days on this         

  
 calendar where there will be no conflicts with university or other college committees, 

or teaching.        

 
University days set aside/CoB days set 

aside           

        
Fall 2018 Committee 

Dates  

Spring 2019 

Committee Dates 

 WEEK MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY  

meetings @ 3:30 - 

5:00  meetings @ 3:30 - 5:00 

 ONE Reserved for Department/ 

Department 
Meetings 

Faculty 

Senate AoL Administrative  1st Tue 1st Thur  1st Tue 1st Thur 

   Library or College ACCT    Task Groups  4-Sep 6-Sep  5-Feb 7-Feb 

   Faculty Meetings ECON   

Staff 

Development    2-Oct 4-Oct  5-Mar 7-Mar 

     MGMT        6-Nov 8-Nov  2-Apr 4-Apr 

     MKTG/FINA        4-Dec 6-Dec  7-May 2-May 

 TWO Graduate Council CEC 

Academic 

Affairs Curriculum 

Faculty 

Development  2nd Tue 2nd Thur  2nd Tue 2nd Thur 

   IPR   
Faculty 

concerns   Programs  11-Sep 13-Sep  12-Feb 14-Feb 

              9-Oct 11-Oct  12-Mar 14-Mar 

              13-Nov 8-Nov  9-Apr 11-Apr 

              11-Dec 13-Dec  14-May 9-May 

 THREE University CoB Meetings 

Faculty 

Senate FDC Administrative  3rd Tues 3rd Thur  3rd Tues 3rd Thur 

   Subcommittees as needed 

Steering 

Comm  Task Groups  18-Sep 20-Sep  19-Feb 21-Feb 

   (Standing)     

Student & 
Alumni    16-Oct 18-Oct  19-Mar 21-Mar 
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              20-Nov 22-Nov  16-Apr 18-Apr 

              18-Dec 20-Dec  21-May 16-May 

 FOUR University Subcommittees CEC Chairs Council 

Graduate 

Policy 

Faculty 

Development  4th Tues 4th Thur  4th Tues 4th Thur 

   (Ad Hoc)       Programs  25-Sep 27-Sep  26-Feb 28-Feb 

              23-Oct 25-Oct  26-Mar 28-Mar 

              27-Nov 29-Nov  23-Apr 25-Apr 

              25-Dec 27-Dec  28-May 23-May 

             

 1 

Participating faculty should bring governance issues to their 

departments for discussion         

 2 

Departments forward the issue to the relevant committee to put on their agenda; send 

representative as needed        

 3 

Committees reach out ten days prior to meetings to remind 

departments of agenda items         

 4 

Committees within 7 days send minutes to participating faculty: 

CoBParticipatingFaculty@frostburg.edu         

 5 

Committees send advisory report to the CEC c/o the 

Dean          
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Appendix B 

College of Business Curriculum Review/Approval Process 
Note:  Required signatures in parentheses 
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The College of Business follows and uses University procedures/processes for all curriculum changes after they 
leave the College of Business for approval. The Curriculum Committee highly recommends that all 
departments familiarize themselves with the University’s Curriculum Review Process manual available at U:\ 
AAC\Forms. 
 
In General: 

1. ALL catalog copy changes need approval. Except for catalog typos, nothing is considered editorial; all 
changes need approvals. 

2. Plan ahead!!  Review the flowchart of the process. Any change takes a MINIMUM of 2 months for 
approval (and that only happens if a department decides upon a change and submits it to the College 
curriculum committee and the University’s Academic Affairs Committee (AAC) all in the same month 
(unlikely). Changes that must be approved off campus need many more months. 

3. Consider the impact and address a transition plan if a proposal will require changes in degree 
requirements for any current students. 

4. Few changes other than approval of new IDIS 150/350 or special topics courses get “immediate” 
implementation permission—generally, the soonest a department can implement a change is the next 
academic year because changes need to be in print (online “printing” included) and publicized to 
students and faculty advisors via a new catalog or supplement. 

5. It is a good idea to consult with the Associate Provost for any significant change to ascertain whether 
a proposal requires off-campus or other additional approvals and for advice on the process and 
wording of proposals. This consultation is REQUIRED for “Type 3” changes.  
 
 

Type 3 = new minor, track, option or focus; discontinue/suspend any program; new major, degree 
program or degree; change of program title; new concentration; offer current program off-campus; or 
new certificate program. This refers to the third section on the P.07 form, Program OR Substantial 
Modification. 

 
Decoding the committee zoo: 
AAC:     Academic Affairs Committee 
GC:     Graduate Council 
IPR:     Institutional Priorities & Resources Committee 
UUCR:     University Undergraduate Curriculum Requirements Subcommittee 
Honors:  Honors Advisory Council 
 
Within the College of Business: 

At the Department level using assessment data, changes in disciplinary knowledge or other professional 
bases for desiring curriculum change, a department must: 

1. Agree at a departmental level that a particular change is appropriate 
2. Assign someone to write a formal proposal using all necessary University forms –often just a P.07 

(signature/routing form) is required with an explanation of what the requested change is along with a 
rationale, but “Type 3” changes often require additional forms. The rationale should include how a 
proposal aligns with the College mission/vision for any Type 3 change. 

3. All proposals also require an Executive Summary. 
4. Any proposal that will impact any other department must have a letter of acknowledgement and/or 

support from the affected department(s). 
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5. Changes to course numbers of any type require the Registrar’s Course Inventory approval form. 
6. Submit the departmentally approved changes and all necessary forms and documents WITH 

DEPARTMENT CHAIR SIGNATURE on the P.07 form to the Chair of the College Curriculum Committee. 
7. If the College Curriculum Committee recommends or requires any changes, editing, or completion of 

a proposal, those should be done or addressed as needed. 
8. After the College Curriculum Committee approves the change, the committee’s Chair will sign the 

P.07 form and notify the Dean. 
9. The Dean must approve and sign off on any proposals after hearing from the College curriculum 

committee. Then the proposal will return to the department. 
10. When the Dean sends the approved proposal back to the Department, any proposal that requires 

approval from IPR, UUCR, Honors, or Graduate Council may then proceed to those committees prior 
to AAC. Once those groups approve the proposal, they may forward it to AAC (but it is up to the 
department to make sure that happens by checking the AAC agenda on the U: drive. The department 
is also ultimately responsible for making sure all the appropriate signatures are on the P.07 form.  

11. If no other committee is required for approvals, when the Dean sends the approved proposal back to 
the Department, the department is responsible for submitting the proposal to AAC using their current 
rules. As of May 2011, the rules were:  

a.  Go to U:\AAC\Pending Proposals 
b. Create a folder named with the academic year, your program name, and a digit; e.g., 

2012MGMT1 (first Management package for AY 2012).  
c. Proposal document:   Assemble in a single MS Word .doc or Adobe .pdf file, with a descriptive 

file name, the following in this order: 
 

1) Executive Summary: a paragraph up to 1/2 page (125 words max.) that will 
communicate the essentials of the proposal for use in agendas; 

2) Course actions as relevant (new; changes to number, title, credits, description, 
prerequisites, frequency; deletions);  [Note: UUCR actions (requests for GEP credit, 
Identity & Difference, IDIS courses, Tech fluency, and Capstone in the major) and 
Honors actions (Honors courses) are forwarded to AAC by UUCR or Honors.] 

3) Changes to the major 
4) New Program/New Major changes 
5) Registrar's forms, as necessary, related to all of the above. 
6) Correspondence, as necessary, related to all of the above. (e.g. support letters) 

 
12. Send a representative to the AAC meeting to answer any questions related to the proposal (second 

Wednesday of each month between 4 and 6 pm—location TBD) 
13. Send a representative to the Senate meeting to answer any questions related to the proposal (first 

Wednesday of each month between 4 and 6 pm—location TBD) 
14. Publicize your changes to students and faculty. 
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Curriculum Committee Two Year Schedule 

 

 
 

 Catalog Year Non-Catalog Year 
   
Fall 
Semester 

• Seek input from pertinent 
stakeholders about curricular 
changes. 

• Review proposed catalogue 
changes. 

• Recommend changes to Dean. 

To ensure that CoB curriculum addresses FSU 
and CoB mission statements, AACSB standards, 
and AOL requirements and is in accordance with 
provisions in the CoB Process Manual, The CoB 
Curriculum Committee should: 
 

• Review CoB CBK course content 
• Initiate, when and where appropriate, 

proposals for new courses that are 
interdepartmental and interdisciplinary 
in nature. 

Spring 
Semester 

 
 
 
 

To ensure that CoB curriculum addresses FSU 
and CoB mission statements, AACSB standards, 
and AOL requirements and is in accordance with 
provisions in the CoB Process Manual, The CoB 
Curriculum Committee should: 
 

• Review CoB CBK course content 
• Initiate, when and where appropriate, 

proposals for new courses that are 
interdepartmental and interdisciplinary 
in nature. 




